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FOR THE KIDS:
Silent auction again part
of DM entertainment;
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Napster
hurts
business

GETTING A FACELIFT

By Chuck Soder
USG REPORTER

Despite lags in sales, local
music shop owners insist their
stores, and the industry as a
whole, will survive Napster's
attack.
lim Cummer, owner of
Madhattcr Music at 143 F..
Wooster St., is undaunted by the
threats Napster and similar Web
sites pose to the industry. He said
he embraces music's new-found
format.
Optimism aside, he said
Napster, which allows users to
download songs off the Internet
for free, has almost certainly hurt
his sales, even if marginally.
Madhatter and Napster target
the same audience — college students. Cummer said that Napster,
with its college audience, has
probably hurt sales of alternative
and rock music most, which
make up most of Madhatter's
inventory.
Greg Halamay, owner of
Finder's Records, Tapes and
Compact Discs, estimates that
Napster and sites like it might
have taken up to 10 percent of his
sales. Finder's, at 128 N. Main St..
also focuses on selling alternative
and rock music.
Halamay remains optimistic
Napster's effect on his or any business is uncertain, because factors
such as album release dates,
album quality and the economy
affect sales, he said. He added that
though Finder's sales have
dropped about 6ve percent since
last year, Napster cannot be
proved respons.jle.
"I dont think (Napster's effect] is
as dramatic as some people
think." Cummer said. "Right now
music just sucks." Good albums
usually sell, he said, citing how
rapper Eminem sold over eight
million copies of his latest album,
The Marshal Mathers LR during
Napster's prime.
"CD burners have a great effect,
too," Halamay said. Unlike cassette recorders, burners can copy
CDs without sacrificing sound
quality. Downloaded songs, usually in MP3 format, can also be
copied. Both stores sell blank CDs
to meet the demand. Finder's usually sells about 200 CDs per week.
Halamay said.
If each blank CD replaces a $15
album sale, any store selling 200
blank CDs per week has reason to
worry. If the store keeps 20 per-
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Web
design
topic of
fair
By Jeff Amett
TECHMOLOCr REPORTER

KnlnVorrmsBGNms

TOWERING ABOVE: The Wood County Court House's clock tower has lit up the night sky of Bowling Green
for over 100 years. It is now undergoing changes, which will be completed within the next two years.

The century-old clock
tower, which is a part
of the Wood County
Court House, is undergoing restoration.
By Jordan Fouts
CITY REPORTER

A local celebrity is receiving cosmetic surgery, after a recent lOOth
birthday. The face will be restored,
and the hands will be replaced
entirely.

This lifelong resident of Bowling
Green, seen by thousands every
day, will also undergo work on its
gears, roof, exterior stone carvings
and gutters.
Restoration efforts, projected to
conclude in 2002, are soon to begin
on the Wood County Courthouse
and its clock tower. The renovations come in response to the deterioration which it has been subjected to since its construction in
1894. The current gutter system is
responsible for the degeneration,
which has caused water runoff to

degrade the stone face of the building
The County Jail behind the
Courthouse, located to the north,
will also undergo renovation. The
exterior will look the same, while
the interior will be transformed
into a facility for county records
storage and a law library.
Both buildings' gutters will be
replaced, and also the roofs, which
will be restored with tile from the
original company. Replacements
COURT HOUSE. PAGE 8

The University held a Web
Resources Fair yesterday at
Olscamp Hall. Its goal was to help
the people at the University who
work on web pages, according to
Steve Kendall, chairman of tht
Web Advisory Group (WAG).
Many of the displays at the fail
offered help for improving web
pages or making ones that are
consistent with the rest of tht
University's website.
For instance, one of the tables
gave an "Overview of the Web
Guide
for
University
Webmasters," hosted by Jim
l-'ousi. journalism professor and
member of WAG. The Web Guide
(http://www.bgsu.edu/offlces/ex
ecvp/wag/) lists required elements for University pages,
design standards and ways to
make pages accessible for the
handicapped.
"They're basically things like
contact information," Foust said.
Contact information, which the
University wants on all the pages,
makes it easy for a reader to reach
the humans in the department
who made the web page. Other
things WAG wants all University
pages to have:
-"Bowling
Green
State
University" in the page's title
-a link to the University's home
page
-a copyright symbol and a date
-a link to the webmaster
-the date of the last update
The Web Guide also provides
templates, though Foust said that
doesn't mean all the University's
web pages have to look alike.
"Our committee is not actually
saying you should use this," Foust
said. "We're giving you the template and saying, 'If you want to
use this, you can.'"
lohn Kloor, who works on web
pages for the Office of
Admissions, said the standards
are good for the University's website. He said the Office of
Admissions page was changed
this year to match the new templates.
"I think we should move toward
the pages looking the same," he
said. "Right now it's kind of a
mess."
Other tables at the fair gave
help for optimizing web pages
FAIR, PAGE 9
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Advertising may have negative effects
By Ivy Ickes
WOMEMS BEAT REPORTER

The evils of advertising.
Its negative effects on women,
their body image, and how it
contributes to violence were
analyzed last night by Jean
Kilbome.
Kilborne's lecture forced the
audience to take a closer look at
advertising and the messages it
sends other than just to buy the
product
"Kilborne's lecture makes you
think about the power of advertising to create a climate supporting violence and a negative
body image. Watching this presentation made me realize how
affected I really am by advertising 1 liked that she does not want
laws against it, but for people to
be citizens first then consumers
so we can shape them not them

dangers of diet pills is placed
opposite a diet product.
The advertisment industry
tells women they can never
measure up with a basic message sent — that the more you
subtract, the more you add.
Therefore, a woman can simply
disappear as a person and
become an object instead.
The advertising industry's
objectification of women also
contributes to violence against
HEATH HUBER. GRADUATE STUDENT
women. If women are viewed as
objects, she argues, it is easier to
abuse and assault them,
shaping us," said Heath Huber,
because they aren't people —
graduate student
Kilbome says that the mes- just a sum of their parts.,
"Jean Kilborne's visit to camsages sent by advertising are
mixed, such as women's maga- pus not only explored the issues
zine covers telling how to lose women face each day, but she
weight, but also how to make the
perfect ice cream pie. Or when
SPEAKER,PAGE 9
an article is written about the

"Kilborne's lecture
makes you think
about the power of
advertising to create
a climate supporting
violence and a
negative body
image."

Tom IHO BG flews

AUTOGRAPH: Jean Kilbome signs her book for University members in attendance after her speech. She
spoke on dangerous effects of advertising last night at Olscamp.
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DANCE MARATHON I IIVK DAYS AWAY

DM quilt one of many highlights
By Katy Etewortti
CAMPUS UFt REPORTER

This year's Dance Marathon
entertainment boasts a few
changes.
Like last year, there will be a
silent auction and bands.
However, there will also be
speakers, family spotlights, and
other entertainers.
The silent auction has for
many years featured the Dance
Marathon quilt. Every year stu-

dents and parents piece together
decorated squares for a new
quill.
Quilt squares were sold to
anyone, from people in a participating organization to Dance
Marathon committee members.
Many bear the names of dancers
and organizations that participated. The squares are then
sewn together to make a quilt.
The quilt, which looks like it
would belong in a child's bed-

DANCE MARATHON 2001
Auction Items:

Entertainment:
Faculty members speaking

VCR and boombox from Best Buy

Balloon animal artist
Psychics

Autographed Cleveland Browns
football and teddy bear
Scooter

The Manhattan Dance Troupe

Guitars worth over $1,300 total

Gospel Choir

Mini NASCAR hoods

Men's Chorus
Heidi Fo. Heidi Fo>

Source: Dance Marathon Marketing

room, was sewn together by the
mother of a Dance Marathon
member. In the past students
have constructed the quilt, but
no students who quilt could be
found to piece it togther this
year.
Heather McCoy, public relations chairwoman, said that the
quilt is significant because it
symbolizes the kids, and when
you put the squares together it
gives support to the dancers.
After the quilt was pieced
together some squares were left
over, so McCoy made a couple
throw pillows over spring break.
These pillows will also be auctioned off.
Some other items that Valarie
Longfield, marketing chairwoman, said would be up for
auction are a VCR and boombox
from Best Buy, an autographed
football from the Cleveland
Browns, a teddy bear signed by
Omar Vizquel from the
Cleveland Indians, numerous
items donated by Pepsi such as a
_scooter, a $ 1,050 guitar, and mini
NASCAR hoods, and a $300 guitar from Bowling Green Music

and Sound.
In addition to a silent auction
there will also be bands playing
to keep the dancers moving.
Unlike last year, however,
none of the bands that will be
playing have performed at
Dance Marathon before. There
will also be fewer bands than last
year, and the music will be cover
songs.
Also new this year is a rekindled focus on the families.
"We want to spotlight a lot of
the families on stage just to
remind everyone of what they
are here for," said Bellios.
Dance Marathon also expects
several faculty members to
speak this year.
Other attractions include a
psychic on Sunday, a man making balloon animals, the
Manhattan Dance Troupe, the
University Gospel Choir and
Men's Chorus.
Bellios said they wanted to
Tom Reed BG News
bring in things to keep the
dancers going and that would QUILT: University students display the quilt that will be auctioned
"incorporate the dancers and off at Dance Marathon. The quilt will be signed be each dancer.
kids."

Boston University students protest meat
began covering their campuses
with posters showing a newly
hatched chicken and the words
BOSTON - If an ad campaign "Pro-Life? Go Vegetarian!"
After its Boston debut, PETA
launched by People for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals plans to take its meat-free mesworks, lentil soup may replace sage to college campuses nationthe cheeseburger in Boston cam- wide. PETA also intends to
expand its campaign to include
pus dining halls.
Last week, the animal rights paid radio and direct mail adverorganization began a new effort tisements.
Aaron Gross, a Harvard
to convince students to "Go Veg"
As PETA unveiled its ad cam- Divinity School student and
paign, student activists at Boston College Action Campaign coordiUniversity, Harvard University, nator for PETA. described the inithe Massachusetts Institute of tial response to the posters as
Technology, Suffolk University, "very positive."
According to Gross, PETA is
the University of Massachusetts ■
Boston and Weston College attempting to convince students
By Jim Weft
U-WIRE

"There's nothing pro-life about munching
on the corpses of slaughtered animals.
Anyone who's committed to the sanctity of
life should be committed to the sanctity of
all life."
AARON GROSS, COLLEGE ACTION CAMPAIGN COORDINATOR FOR PETA
that eating meat is incompatible
with pro-life beliefs.
"There's nothing pro -life about
munching on the corpses of
slaughtered animals," Gross said.
"Anyone who's committed to the
sanctity of life should be commit ted to the sanctity of all life."

Boston University student
Loren Francis, a College of
Communication junior and
PETA activist, said the animal
rights organization seeks to show
the discrepancy between pro-life
views and eating meat.
"The point of PETA's campaign

is to show the inconsistency of
pro-life advocates who support
torture, aging and death every
time they sit down to eat," Francis
said.
According to PETA's Web site,
the animal rights organization
does not have a position on abortion. However, the organization
does urge pro-lifers to join its
cause.
"We are not pro-life or prochoice as an organization," reads
PETA's statement on abortion.
"However, we have pro-life members and this message is brought
to you by people who care about
all life. We are asking people who
feel in their hearts and souls that

taking the life of an unborn child
is wrong, to also consider the lives
of other wonderful beings who
do not want to die."
Since its founding in 1980,
PETA has gained the support of
such celebrities as Eddie Vedder
and Pamela Anderson, as well as
a reputation for radical, some say
extreme, politics. The organization's recent "Milk Sucks" urged
college students to drink beer
instead of milk to protest the
treatment of dairy cows.
Asked if he felt the ads would
offend students. Gross said,
"We'd rather go too far than not
go far enough."

Senior Portraits
TODAY, TOMORROW. THURSDAY*

THIS WOMAN NEVER GAVE UP|
The Life and Times of Mary Baker Eddy

* I0AM-6PM in room 28 West Hall.

Walk-Ins Welcome.

For every sitting $ I is donated to Dance Marathon,

This IS your Final Chance!

An Historical Lecture
by lorti Overton-|ung
of Toronto, Ontario

11

7 p.m.

TONIGHT
Pallister Conference Room in lerome Library
A Woman's History Month speaker
sponsored by

The Women Studies Program.
The Women's Center and
BCSU Christian Science Student Organization
Mary Baker Eddy
Mary Baker Eddy (1821-1910), the Discoverer
and Founder of Christian Science, is widely
recognized outside her church as one of the
most remarkable religious figures of modern
times.
In 1875. she wrote and published Science
and Health, the text book of Christian Science.
She lectured and preached in living rooms and
rented halls, established a teaching college,
founded a church, started several magazines
and a Publishing Society and in 1908 began a
dally newspaper, The Christian Science
Monitor.
She has left a lasting legacy. The religion she
established has spread around much of the
world. In 1992, the Women's National Book
Association named Science and Health as one
of 75 books by women "whose words have
changed the world."
In 1995. she was elected to the National
Women's Hall of Fame for leaving "an Indelible
mark on society, religion and journalism."

You can choose from two
positions: Live-in or Liveoff. If you choose to live-in
you will receive free housing
and meals
(Monday through
Thursday). Applications
are due April 6th! Pick one
up in the Office of Student
Lite, 405 Saddlemire
Student Services Building.

Questions?
Call the
Office of Student Life
419-872-2848

WE CARE!
DO YOU?

If

If you care about new
students and their
families, then you need
a job with Orientation
& Registration 20011

CARp!
An information Session will be held
March 22nd at noon in
the Residence Life Conference Room
Room 440
Saddlemire Student Services Building
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ACROSS
Wild try
CIA loraninner
Tenant
Caspar Sea
leoder
15 Shosnone
16 Va-n longer
17 Actress Son/no
18 Oolong or peKoe
19 Macbeth and his
peors
■JO 0 r* JI.J Ixehs
22 Pals
23PmOpai
24 FwMcaKm
27 H*nh' on Ihe
landscape
29 Driving gadget
30 In a cold howls
manner
34 Ship's dan/
35 While Ma
36 Similar
37 H .ri ■ ' based on
contrast
1
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39 Boot

WORD OF THE DAY
DIAPHANOUS
Pronunciation: dl-'a-f&:n&s
Function: adjective
Etymology: Medieval
Date: 1614
la: characterized by such fineness of texture as to permit seeing through b: characterized by
extreme delicacy of form
2: insubstantial, vague also:
not a characteristic found in
clothing one would wear in
Ohio. The midwest is too damn
cold!

SAY WHAT?!?
" Tlie on/y people for me
are the mad ones, the ones
who are mad to live, mad
to talk, mad to be saved ...
the ones who never yawn
or say a common place
thing, but burn..."

i

'%5#

! 1
|J

i

HMuMn ypictares com

DID DADDY DRE! S YOU? maybe mommy should r ext time.

JACKKEROUAC
AUTHOR, BEAT POET AND DRUG
CONNOISSEUR

40
41
42
43
44

f[[f|fiJ|flLU

ill
mmm

Weapons
Cambridge sch.
Family members
In tie past
Aegean
Schoolot
8 IK* Of
Athens" painter
entxisiasm
47 Rigging ropes
9 Osnlef
49 vehicle poMon] 10 Poslage
54 Short putt
11 Physical toeing
55 Losing runner
12 Wind dr.
56 Soviet delator
13 SiAvanand
58 GIs
McMahon
enlertanment
21 Deuce topper
59 Solitary
22 Sng Ike Bng
60 Actress DaN
25 Disprove
61 HyanolHm
26 rOandaoMude.
62 Advantage
*9
63 Fated lo M
28 Laziness
64 Snoop
30 Haves of Newton
66 Prophet
31 Ships Irwgh:
32 Persons ol lasting
DOWN
'ame
1 Poisonous snmb 33' Miseraotos"
2 Nonsense
35 Common wra
3 Burr or Copland
intedon
4 Explosion
37 Fancied
5 FipenrJhjre
38 Age
6 Co founder ol
42 Donations to me
TneTaler
poor
7 Adriatic or
44 Pdlage

170/01

PROBLEMS?
About to trade in

your spring break trip to
Kalamazoo for
the answer to 1 down?
Fear not, faithful reader.
We have the answers, and are
quite willing to part with them.
All you need lo do is check the
answer key, still located on this
very page. It's around here
somewhere. We think.
45 Uegraaer
46 Oration tx he
deceased
4fl Evans and
Camoglo
50 Warsaw nabves
51 Eataweyar

52 EJCenl covered
53 look ol
contempt
56 American unae
57 Angle or pod
"-•.KlU
58 Rets cohort

ONE-DAY FORECAST

by, TV? I vlaclS

Tuesday

MosUy
Cloudy
High: 50'
Low: 28"

Editor's note: To tlie dismay of
many, tliere will not IK a three day
forecast today. Tlie next few days
are going to be warm though. I'm
talking in the 50's! Hurray for Ohio
weather! Mostly cloudy is much
better than crappy snow, mostly

oa°r

0

Student Ticket Sales
Begin this Thursday @ 10 PM BGSU Students sales ONLY!

Sponsored by:

Saddlemire Student Services Forum
Only $10 with valid BGSU Student ID
Limit 6 Tickets Per BGSU Student (bursar or cash)
Student Ticket sales will continue
through Friday (if necessary)
Sorry, but during ticket sales please:
• No Alcohol • No Boomboxes
• No Drugs
• No Weapons
• No Grills
Don't forget to buy tickets for Sibs weekend!
Questions cail UAO at 372-2486

at BGSU 4 • 21 • 01
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STATES TO SUE TOBACCO COMPANY

WASHINGTON (AP) — Five states announced plans
Monday to sue R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., contending
the company has violated a promise to stop marketing
to youngsters. In county courthouses in Arizona,
California, Ohio, New York and Washington, state officials are alleging violations of the agreement.

OPINION

EDITORIAL

Surviving two weeks of Senate debate
With the saturation of realitybased television shows, there's a
new one that hasn't gotten much
advertisement
OK. it really isn't a show, but CSPAN's coverage of the Senate
floor could make the scheming
and politicking of "Survivor" look
like the insignificant chess game
it is.
The next two weeks will determine the fate of what could be
the most important piece of legislation in the next four years.
This single bill could affect the
flow of over $500 million dollars
between now and the year 2004.
For the first time in its long
history, the McCain-Feingold bill

for campaign finance reform is
being given a chance. The Senate
has scheduled two weeks of
knock-down, toupee-pulling
debate over this bill and this
issue.
like any web of lust you'd see
on "Temptation Island," there
are influences coming from all
directions.
At the core we have Sen. lohn
McCain. R-Ariz, and Russ
Feingold, D-Wis., and the bill
they co-authored. The main
tenet of this bill would ban the
influx of unlimited and unregulated "soft" money, which was
over a half a billion dollars this
past year. In addition, limits

Peer through
our disguises
AT ISSUE Spring Break in Cancun causes an unexpected revelation.
Well, 1 just got back from
my Spring Break trip to
Cancun, Mexico.
What a great time. Cancun is
truly heaven on Earth. The beauty of the turquoise oceans, the
craziness of the club scene and
the escape from reality were a
pleasant change of pace from my
time here in Boring Green Ohio.
But while many parts of Cancun
were perfect in almost every way,
some parts of Cancun seemed
really corrupt.
Bus drivers charged us SO
pesos the first time that we rode
on the bus after we asked liim
how much it was, even though
the price was only 15 pesos for
the 3 of us.
The bartenders at the clubs
wouldn't even us serve drinks
unless we tipped well enough in
advance, even though admission
price includes free drinks.
Police would ask for money to
avoid jail time, and not stop until
they got a decent amount of cash
from offending people.
No beverages or food were
allowed in our hotel, but the
doormen agreed to a 120 peso,
($12) bribe to let us come inside
with them.
It was annoying at first, but
then it got ridiculous. 1 found
myself asking, what the hell is
this country doing?
How bass-ackwards can a city
be?
By the middle of my trip, I was
beginning to think that Mexicans
are everything that 1 despise.
Greed, dishonesty, and overall
shadiness seemed to be a way of
life rather than a small group of
unfortunate incidents.
The more I thought about
things though, the more I realized that Mexicans are just everything that we disguise.
Politicians are bought and sold
every day in America. Political
Action Groups, and campaign
contributions corrupt our justice
system just like in Mexico.
Campaign finance reform is currently being debated in
Washington. Pay close attention
to see how our representatives
really feel about a fair playing
field.
lust think about it. Puff Daddy,
OJ. Simpson, NFL Pro Bowlers
Ray Lewis and Mark Chmura,
were all charged with serious
crimes and were all cleared of
any wrongdoing. No jail time,
just some hefty attorney fees and
some public disgrace. O.K., O.I.
had to pay a bunch of money for

BRIAN
ENGELMAN
Asst. Opinion Editor
killing people, but he's still free to
play golf and look for the "real
killer."
Our current tax system is
clearly set up to target and punish rich people much like the
Mexicans target visiting United
States Spring Breakers. We just
pass laws and create customs to
make our swindling seem OK.
Our current war on drugs isn't
about justice, it's about collecting
tons of money from pot smokers
and crackheads while millions of
drunks stumble around every
year. There's no rhyme or reason
to most of this, just the "chingching" of money whispering. I
wonder how much beer companies donate to politicians?
I talked with Jorge and Hugo
who worked at the six-star hotel I
stayed in. They said that they
make a whopping $100
American dollars for 15 days of
work That's $50 a week How can
anyone live on that? How can
our urban families and youth
survive without selling drugs like
many workers from other hotels
did. People do what it takes to
survive. Period.
Life is a constant battle
between the haves and the have
nots. Whether it's Mexico or
America, justice is decided by the
power of money.
The reason that you have to
barter for everything in Mexico,
is because they will rip off stupid
Americans who pay the first
price that they blurt out.
Late night television pimps out
Americans too, but I haven't really thought about that until after
my trip to Mexico. Wonder
weight-loss pills, baldness cures,
hair removal systems and, of
course Miss Cleo, prey on our
insecurities just like Mexicans
prey on our ignorance of how
their country works.
So now that you know a little
bit about how their country
works, don't despise the
Mexicans. Understand that they
are just like Americans. They just
don't bother to disguise themselves like we do.
Brian Engelman only wears
disguises during Halloween. Gel a
hold of him through e-mail at
fuzzinstallment@yahoo.com.

YOU DECIDE
What do you think about
campaign finance reform?
Let us know at
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu.

would be placed upon the
down-and-dirty "issue" ads paid
for by independent sources,
including corporations and
unions.
Behind this bill are a collection
of 49 other Democratic Senators
and nine other Republican
Senators, give or take a few on
any given day.

On the opposition are the special interests. Unions, corporations and anybody who buys
influence in Washington are
doing all they can to destroy,
deflate or deface the McCainFeingold bill.
Overseeing all of this is the
new, freshly-unwrapped
Commander-in-Chief, George W.
Bush. Last week, the Bush
administration came out with a
set of principles that it would
support, principles that differed
from McCain-Feingold.
Finally, we have the latecomer, a bill sponsored by Sen.
Chuck Hagel, R-Neb. Instead of
banning soft money, the Hagel

bill would legalize, but set a cap
of $120,000 for each two-year
election cycle.
But Hagel's alternative is a definite, if unintended, undermining of the intentions of McCainFeingold. Soft money, at this current moment, is not legal or illegal. It is a loophole. The Hagel
bill would legitimize the practice
of soft money.
What the Senate needs to do is
create legislation that will ban all
soft money, whether it is the
McCain-Feingold bill or an
amended version of it Over the
next two weeks, debate will rage
from all sides, and outcome is far
from certain.

More importandy though,
Senators need to devise harsh
penalties for those who break
the rules. In the last eight years,
there have been a slew of shady
(if not illegal) campaign funding
practices, most of which have
gone without punishment.
Set the rules, set the punishments and stick to them.
Fighting against money in politics is like trying to fight a flooding stream. It can't be completely
stopped, but we can take action
to minimize its damage.
Over the next two weeks, we
will see if the newest reality show
takes that necessary action.

PEOPLE

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

ON THE STREET

Stepping in
wrong
direction

Did anything fun or
unusual happen to
you over break?

MEGAN GOFFOS
JUNIOR
ART

"I got drunk with my
dad on St. Patricks
Day.''

ERIC ELORIDGE
SOPHOMORE
ECONOMICS

"I was on TV, spilling
a drink on a woman
at a Blue Jackets
game."

NOAH TURNER
SOPHOMORE
GENERAL BUSINESS

"I got offered crack in
the bathroom at the
Kid Rock show."

KEVIN LIBSTER
SOPHOMORE
UNDECIDED

"I saw Bill Rippey,
passed out, with nis
pants down, on
Daytona Beach."

KAREN STOCZ
SOPHOMORE
SPORTS MANAGEMENT

"I went to New York
City and was on the
Maury Povich Show."
NOTE:
For reasons beyond comprehension, one piece of technology has been foiling our
People on the Street plans.
The BG News apologizes for
said technology, and for the
resulting lack of photographs.

On Wednesday. March 7,
Deanne Knoblauch, I lead
Women's Basketball Coach at
BGSU was fired by Paul Krebs,
Athletic Director. The official terminology was "termination without cause" because Mr. Krebs
wanted to "move in a different
direction."
Many of you know Coach Dee
Knoblauch. You know that there
are few people with higher
integrity and better character
than Dee. You know that Dee is
all about academic achievement
and work ethic. And, like too few

coaches, you know that Dec
actually models these behaviors
for her student-athletes.
The fact that Mr. Krebs wants
to move in a different direction
than these ideals concerns me
greatly. The fact that Dee was terminated without cause after only
two and one-half years of a fiveyear contract appalls me.
If you share the same concerns and support for Coach
Knoblauch, then I strongly
encourage you to do the following
1. Send a letter or email message to:
a. Dr. Sidney Ribeau
(Saribcau@bgnet.bgsu.edu)
President of BGSU
b. Paul Krebs
(Pkrebs@bgnet.bgsu.edu)
Athletic Director at BGSU

c lanna Blais
(Ianna@bgnet.bgsu.edu) Senior
Woman Administrator at BGSU
AND...
2. Forward this information to
other BGSU Alumni and friends.
In a society where college basketball coaches often exploit and
abuse their athletes, devalue and
de-emphasize an education, and
break rules to better their
chances of winning, I find it hard
to believe that BGSU can move
in a better direction than
Deanne Knoblauch.
I intend to voice my disapproval to those involved with this
firing and hope that you will do
the same.
MELISSA CHASE
BGSU Alumnus
chasema@muohio.edu

I! WIRE COLUMN

Screw corporate America
Because of my leftist
remarks, some of my fans
have accused me of reading too much Democratic propaganda little do they know, I
don't read propaganda. I write it.
So, I will waste this space allotted
to me to fully explain why 1 hate
corporate America without the
benefit of rational thought provided by others.
First of all, I try as hard as I can
to distance myself from corporations. I walk to school so I dont
have to support the oil and automotive industry. I cook at home
when I want to avoid mass-produced people chow. I didn't have
a TV signal so I could escape
brainwashing and MTV but then
the new season of "The
Sopranos" started (no commercials). I don't even pay attention
to Britney Spears' breasts, which
is a huge sacrifice. But try as I
might, Corporate America won't
leave me alone, and that gives
me reason to hate.
Take banking, for instance. If I
don't put money in a bank I
have to pay fees for cashing
checks, i have to buy money
orders to pay my bills. I have to
worry about people stealing
from me. In this society, I have to
have a banking account, and this
horrible fact of life forces me to
come into contact with the
banking industry.
When 1 walk up to tellers
nowadays, they treat me like I
am some sort of criminal trying
to defraud them. I have to prove
my innocence before I can touch
my money. Some of these banks
have even fingerprinted me! And
God help me whenever I ask
them to do something even a litde bit out of the ordinary.
For example, my brother does

not have a checking account. He
and I went into my bank to
deposit into my account a check
made out to him from our father.
The teller looked at us like we
were pieces of filth and said in a
sneering voice, "Sorry sir, we
can't do that."
Going in, I half expected my
bank wouldn't deposit a check
from my father with my brother
standing there, but what really
made me angry was her attitude
toward me. the customer. It wasn't the first time I've been mad at
horrible customer service, and I
am sure many of you have had a
similar experience.
What does this have to do with
corporations? Well, I'll tell you.
I m old enough to remember
when people who actually lived
in the community owned the
banks. I also remember going
into these banks and meeting
nice people who were not scared
to death of losing their jobs by
doing their fellow human beings
slight favors.
At one such bank in my
hometown, I could walk in and
cash a five-party check written
on the back of roofing shingle. If
they had a problem, they knew
they could settle it the next time
they saw me. They realized that
having $5,000 in their bank entitled me to cash weird $50 checks
whenever I wanted.
Whenever I move to a new
city, 1 seek out these banks. Some
are still out there. The problem
is, every time I find one, a
national chain comes in and
buys it. Its happened to me four
times, and you should see the
evil change that comes over the
customer service.
Why this change? Well, favors
and customers do not belong

BRIAN
ZELL
Indiana U.
together in the corporate world.
Favors cost money and, for corporations, tliis can be disastrous.
A corporation needs to make a
certain profit (one of my professors says it's around 15 percent
for the newspaper industry), or
another corporation that does
make that profit will buy it out.
liven if the purchasing corporation doesn't have enough money
to buy it, banks and other
investors will give money. After
all, the "proven winner" in the
industry is a safe bet, and it
boosts the stock market.
The quest for profit is what
makes the corporate world
inhercndy evil. Say a chief executive officer of a corporation
wants to give the workers 10 percent of the profits. His or her corporation would be bought out.
Say factory workers in Third
World countries can produce a
General Electric appliance much
cheaper than union workers in
Bloomington.The Bloomington
factory would be shut down.
Loyalty, nobility and goodness
cannot exist in the corporate
world if profits dip below the
industry standard.
But this is good news for average college students. They've
been scientifically proven to
make a 15 percent profit. That's
if they study real hard and
become good corporate drones.
So remember kiddies, if some
Cerson, who you can tell doesn't
ave that much money, comes
up to you on the job and asks for
a favor, reply with a sneer. Youll
go far in corporate America
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Brown U. students act against ad
By Andy Golodny
U WIRE

PROVIDENCE, R.I. - A coalition
of student groups that stole nearly 4,000 copies of The Brown
Daily Herald Friday said it plans
to continue to take action against
The Herald until the newspaper
meets its demands, according to
a press release the group issued
Saturday.
"Our action was to remove The
Herald from on campus locations
of distribution," the release said.
"We will continue to be active
until the paper meets our
demands."
The coalition had demanded
The Herald donate the S725 cost
of a full-page advertisement to
the Third World community and
give the coalition a free full-page
ad.
On Saturday the coalition
added two new demands: that
The Herald remove the word
"Brown" from its name, and that
it cease distributing copies on
campus.

The Herald declined to honor
any of the group's demands.
The coalition's dispute with
The Herald grew into a massive
campus controversy and garnered national media attention
over the weekend following the
coalition's action on Friday.
Over the weekend the Boston
Globe, the Providence lourn.il
and the Associated Press ran stories on the theft. Representatives
from The Herald and the coalition also appeared on NBC's
"Today" show Sunday morning.
The coalition's seizure of the
newspapers came in response to
a controversial advertisement
The Herald printed in its March
13 issue.
The ad. purchased and written
by conservative commentator
David Horowitz, lists 10 reasons
why Horowitz feels the payment
of monetary reparations for slavery is a bad idea
After Herald editors and business staff refused to meet the
group's demands, the coalition

on Friday seized nearly the entire nun sactions.
press run of The Herald from its
"We cannot condone the
campus distribution points.
actions our critics have taken
The Herald reprinted 1,000 against us," the statement read.
copies
of
"The recent
Friday's
theft
of
paper and
thousands
"The
university
recogdistributed
of copies of
them
nizes and supports the The Herald
Saturday
Herald's right to pub- from
afternoon.
Brown's
Staff memlish any material it
campus
bers stood
was
an
chooses even if that
inside the
unacceptlobby of the
material is objection- a b I e
Ratty, handto
able
to members of the attempt
ing papers to
silence our
students as
campus community." voice."
they entered
O
n
the dining
Friday,
hall.
SHEILA BLUMSTEIN, INTERIM PRESIDENT coalition
Inside the
members
paper they
left a stateincluded a statement explaining ment of their own in place of the
the disappearance of the news- newspaper.
papers and apologizing to read"We are using this action as an
ers for the inconvenience.
opportunity to show our comIn a statement on Friday The munity at Brown that our newsHerald condemned the coali- paper is not accountable to its

Coaching salaries raise UT tuition
Collegian Staff Reports
IMIflf

TOLEDO — Salary increases
for some University of Toledo
coaches will likely lead to a student general fee hike for the
upcoming academic year. The
university will pay S680.000 for
football coaching salaries next
season, and increased student
fees will help cover the cost, interim President Bill Decatur said in a
Blade report Saturday.
lames Tuschman, chairman ot
UT's Board of Trustees, said he
believes the coaches need to be
paid more to stay competitive.
"It's not like we're trying to give
our money away," he told The
Blade. "We have seen how athletics can energize our campus."
The general fee committee has
yet to propose a dollar figure for a
possible increase, said Dr. loe
Brennan, executive director of

public relations.
"Right now there is a theoretical possibility of raising the fee,"
he said. "Ifthefeewould increase,
it would have to be considered by
the trustees (at their April meeting.]"
The board would discuss it in
April and vote on it at their lune
meeting, he said.
Full-time students paid a general fee of $852.72 for the current
academic year, and $337.06 went
to tund athletics.
John Satkowski, senior director
of academic finance and planning and chairman of the general
fee committee, said the committee took a look at all the areas of
the university that receive general
fee money to determine the most
effective way to disburse the
money in their budget-balancing
efforts.
"We want to make recommen-

dations for reallocations that will
have a bigger impact on students
as a whole," he said.
The committee could make a
recommendation as early as this
week or next, he said.
Tom Amstutz, the Rockets'
head football coach, who was
hired Dec. 12, signed a five-year
deal worth $190,000 per season,
the Blade story said.
UT will pay the nine assistant
coaches a total of about $500,000
this year.
"Where is the money coming
from?" Decatur asked in the
Blade story. "Let me put on my VP
finance hat for a minute. Some of
it is going to have to be through
some reallocations in athletics.
We also are anticipating an
increase in our student general
fee.
"And this year a task force has
been at work looking at our whole

general-fee-supported budget,
which includes not only athletics,
but student activities, the Student
Rec Center, the student health
center, a whole slew of areas."
Amstutz told The Blade he feels
good about his contract.
"I've never gone into coaching
to try to get money, to coach for
money," he said. "I've coached
because I love coaching. I love to
work with young men and help
make their lives better, and help
make them become better people.
"1 feel the university and the
administration showed faith in
me because of all my years of service to the university. Five years is
a vote of confidence to let me
establish the program and get
adjusted to the things that I think
can get us to the next level."

supposed constituents," the flier
read. "It is a newspaper run by
Brown-student opportunists and
careerists who are completely
unaccountable
to
the
University's aims and its student
body."
On Saturday, Brown University
issued a statement in support of
The Herald.
"Consistent with its commitment to the free exchange of
ideas," Interim President Sheila
Blumstein said in the statement,
'the university recognizes and
supports The Herald's right to
publish any material it chooses,
even if that material is objectionable to members of the campus
community.
"The Office of Student Life will
review information concerning
these incidents," she said.
The coalition's seizure of the
papers sparked a flurry of criticism from campus free-speech
advocates and others on campus.
"This is the worst possible
thing the coalition could have

done, both to themselves and to
free discourse at the University,"
said Carl Takei, president of the
Brown ACLU. "I am saddened
and very upset with their
actions."
"Stealing the paper isn't conducive to a constructive dialogue, which is what we need
right now," said Megan Zwiebel,
secretary of the Brown ACLU.
The Horowitz advertisement
has stirred controversy at college
newspapers across the nation.
Horowitz sent the ad to 46 other
university newspapers, and of
those only nine printed it. Three
swiftly issued apologies.
The Herald's general manager, Nicholas Russo, said the
paper does not censor advertisements based on their political
content. He said the decision to
run the Horowitz ad was in
keeping with the newspaper's
advertising policy.
Supporters of the coalition
refused to comment for this
story.
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Bentwood
Subdivision
(across from Mercer Manor)
2 BATHROOMS
2 CAR GARAGE
4 BEDROOMS
1700 SQUARE FT
FIRE PLACES
• DISHWASHERS
• MICROWAVES
• WASHER/DRYER HOOKUPS
•A/C
• FIRE PLACES
• FURNISHED & UNFURNISHED

AVAILABLE
BEGINNING
AUGUST 15!

GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-0717

w.wcnet.org/~gbrental
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Don't Be Left High & Dry!
as Fifth a. ta a. -t,,?, v. i a & ii;
Two lirdn-om iipatlmrnl* with two full
ballll and a dishwasher. Unfurnished.

High efficiency KH* '"'"''""I h»i witer.
Central air conditioning- Rftident pay* all
utilities. Bl-4 $520.00 per month for u 12
month lease. 1*5-12 $565.00 per month for
a 12 month lease "1 I *l.J" '"I |» r
month (or a 9 month lease, 05-12 1665.00
|XT month for a 9 month lease.
843Si*lhSl.ff:>.v.8.9ftlv; Two bedroom apurtmenl* with two full hath« anel a
dishwasher. Unfurnished Central air conditioning. Resident pays all utilities #512 $510.00 per month'for a 12 month
leane #5-12 1610.00 per month for a 9
month lease.
801 Fifth St. »l..l. 58-7: Two bedroom
unfurnished apartment!* with patios.
FREE WATER & SEWER!! Private parking lot ami laundry facilities. Resident
pays electric and gas. $480.00 jier month
for a 12 month lease. $580.00 per month
for a 9 month lease.

803 Fifth Si. #1.3. 6. 7&B: IWo !»••:
room unfurnished u|>artment» with l>uln.nir» or patio. FREE WATER 4
SEWER!! Private |urking lot ami laumln
facilities. Resident pays electric ami gas
1480.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
1580.00 pet month for a 9 month 1
309 High St. #1&7: Two ltedroom
unfurnished apartments with a patio.
FREE CAS HEAT. WATER.* SEWER!!
Private parking li.t and laundry facilities.
Resident pays electric only. Close to campus. $545.00 per month for a 12 month
lease. S645.00 per month for a 9 month
lease.
520 E. Rrexl Si. #6: Two l*droom fu>nished apartment across from Campus.
Extra storage space. Paddle fans in dining
area. FREE WATER & SEWER!!
Resident pays electric/heat. Private parking lot and laundry farilities. 1610.00 per
month for a 12 month lease. 1710.00 per
month for a 9 month leaae.
507 E. Merrv St. #2. 4. 6. 7&8: Two
Itedroom furnished apartments across from
Campus. FREE WATER Sc SEWER!!

Resident pays eleclric/heal. Liumlry
facililie- ami private parking lot 1600.01
per month for a 12 month lease. $700.00
per month for a 9 month lease.
525 E. Merrv St. »R- Two he,lroom furnished apartment across from campus.
FREE WATER & SEWER!! Resident
pays eleclnc/heat. Laundry facilities and
private parking lot. $600.00 per month for
a 12 month lease. $700.00 per month for a
9 month lease.
920 E. W.raler Si. jflj Roomy two bedroom furnished apartment acroas from
Kohl Hall. Private and quiet. Off street
parking. FREE GAS HEAT. WATER. &
SEWER!! Laundry fac ilities. $735.00 per
month for a 12 month lease. $835.00 per
month for a 9 month lease.
1024 E. Womler St. »R« Rm: Two
Itedroom furnished apartment. Walk to
campus. Private parking lot. Zoned for no
more than three (3) unrelated people.
S555.O0 per month for a 12 month lease.
FREE CAS HEAT. WATER. 4 SEWER!!

NEWLPVE 332 S. Main (our only office) 352-5620 www.newloverealty.com
Rentals
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Fox Run * Haven House Manor
Piedmont * Blrchwood Place
Mini Mall * Small Buildings
Frontier Housing * Houses
Ml residents receive a membership
to Chernrwood Health Spa!
indoor heitefl swimming pool.sauna.Hyd'rtSpa Whirlpool, complete
exercise equipment, complete locker room 4 shower ficBWes

530 Maple • 352-0378
Mon-Fri. 8-12,1-4:30,
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Collegiate bowling team
accused of discrimination
By Scott Krahling
ll-HIRE

LAS CRUCES, N.M. - TWo
female members of the New
Mexico Slate University bowling
team are claiming the team sexually discriminated against one of
them when the executive members decided the roster for the
upcoming sectional tournament.
Amanda Bender and Christina
Rogers said that in deciding who
goes to the tournament, the executive members of the team decid ed to take Richie Hinson rather
than Bender, despite the fact her
tournament average is higher.
"They chose Richie because
they didn't want to waste the
money for another room on me
because I am a female." Bender
said.
"The correct way to do it
(choose delegates for the tournament) would be to choose the
better bowler with the higher
average and has been to the practices," Bender said.
The team's by-laws state: "The
top six qualifiers for each team
will make up the first tournament
team."
According
to
CollegeBowling.com, Bender has
a total tournament average of
178.887 while 1 linson's total tournament average is 171.733.
President of the team, Edmond
Rede, said Bender wasn't chosen
because the team didn't have the
funds to pay for the extra room.
"The rooms cost about $85 a

night and we don't have the
funds to pay for an additional
room, and it would have been
against NMSU policy to have coeds on the trip," Rede said.
Bender and Rogers agreed with
Rede, but said it was discrimination.
The two women said three
female parents are going on the
trip and Bender could have
stayed with them.
"I've always thought you
should be able to go anywhere
based on your qualifications.
They are telling me I can't do this
because I'm a girl, even though 1
am more qualified. That is not
right and it shouldn't happen,"
Bender said.
Elva Telles is the director of
Equal
Employment
Opportunities at NMSU said if
the only reason a woman is
excluded from a trip is hotel
expense, then the issue is "suspect."
Alonzo Maestas. attorney general for the Associated Students of
New Mexico State University, said
the women came to him
Thursday with the issue.
"I'm glad they came here to
begin with. A lot of people don't
know that ASNMSU is here to
help out students. 1 think ASNMSU needs to get involved when
things like this happen," Maestas
said.
He said if discrimination had
occured, it was important to deal
with the issue.

END OF AN ERA

"ASNMSU is here to help the
students, and they (Bender and
Rogers) came here and we will
help them get through this,"
Maestas said.
He said when teams petition
for a charter from the university,
they agree to not discriminate on
the basis of gender, and Rede
along with the faculty advisor had
signed that charter. He also said
the teams by-laws need to be
updated to discuss the sending of
six members that could only be
male.
"The purpose of the team is 'to
improve bowling skills, represent
the school and bowling community at collegiate tournaments
and to learn skills as a team player.' This is representing the school
in a terrible way." Maestas said.
The tournament, in Avondale,
Ariz., March 24, is a sectional
qualifier for the national tournament. It requires five members
and an alternate. Three other
members of the team had higher
averages than Bender, but were
disqualified making Bender the
qualifying member.
The Intercollegiate Bowling
regulations would have allowed
the team to participate in the
men's tournament
having
women members as long as the
majority of the team were men.
Had there been a majority of
women, they would have had to
compete in the women's tournament

Testing companies to evaluate
college, university admissions
By Fonae Smith
B-WIIE

AUSTIN, Texas
- The
Educational Testing Service and
The College Board have begun a
nationwide study to determine
how reliable college admissions
policies and standards are in
judging future student performance.
Participating colleges must
submit data such as GPAs and
course grades for students who
enrolled as freshmen in 1995.
1996 and 1997 to The College
Board's
Admitted
Class
Evaluation Service, a confidential
research Web site.
The information is compared
with College Board and National
Center for Educational Statistics

data, which includes demographics, high school grades and
scores from national tests like the
SAT I, SAT II and Advanced
Placement exams.
Although the results of the
study won't affect current students, future University of Texas
applicants could be affected, said
Admissions Director Bruce
Walker.
"One of the tilings the study is
trying to do is to identify predictors for some measure of later
success in college," Walker said.
"If we can identify new factors
that can help us predict college
outcomes, then we will use those
factors in future admission decisions."
By the end of January, 60 col-

leges across the nation, including
the University, had joined the
study, titled "Understanding
College Performance: Building a
Capability." In return for participation, colleges receive reimbursement for preparing records
and data files, invitations to special workshops on interpreting
findings and a final copy of the
report.
Karen Crowe, spokeswoman
for Tile College Board, a nonprofit organization that attempts
to bring college-preparatory tools
and information to incoming students, said the study's preliminary data will be available in late
spring and that the final report
should be completed in early
2003.

Associated Press Photo

STATUE DESTRUCTION: The cavern stands empty aftern an explosion destroyed the Buddha
which had been cut into the hlllslded at Bamiyan in this image from recent undated video, made
available through Associated Press Television News on Monday. Destruction of this Buddha statue and others, which date back to the thrid and fifth centuries, was ordered by Alghanistan's
Taliban rulers. The statue withstood many attempts to destroy it with rockets and anti-tank guns
but was destroyed by explosives.

Historic courthouse clock
gets its scheduled facelift
CLOCK, f ROM PAGE 1

Ohio man dies after ingesting
animal tranquilizer at party
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BURBANK. III. —A 20-year-old
Ohio man died after ingesting
Ecstasy and an animal tranquilizer at a rave-like party at a convention center in Rosemont, authorities said Monday.
lames Roberts III died Sunday
morning at Christ Hospital and
Medical Center in Oak Lawn,
where he was transported after
going into cardiac anest at his
Burbank hotel.
Roberts had attended a rave at
the Donald E. Stephens
Convention Center in Rosemont
on Saturday night, where he
ingested four hits of Ecstasy and
also taken the animal tranquilizer

Ketamine, or Special K, Burbank
police said. Roberts' friends
called 911 after he began shaking
and hallucinating at the hotel.
Police said Roberts' friends
described the weekend event as a
rave — all-night dance parlies,
often unauthorized and held at
abandoned warehouses, that
attract young people and where
large amounts of drugs are consumed. Roberts' friends said they
learned about the party over the
Internet.
But the executive director of
the convention center, )im
Freeman, called it a "college
break-type function" and said the
center would not have hosted it if

he knew it was being advertised
as a rave.
He said the event was advertised mainly over the Internet,
and acknowledged that was
unusual for the convention center. But he said center staff monitored the Internet traffic to make
sure the event was not being misrepresented as a rave.
"We checked that out very
thoroughly," Freeman said.
Freeman said the event, which
drew 6,000 to 8,000 people, lasted
from about 7 p.m. Saturday to
about 4 am. Sunday and included bands playing in three different halls. He said alcohol was
served but everyone was carded.

of the ornate stone carvings on
the exterior will be as faithful to
the originals as possible.
"We have numerous photos to
show the carvings and sculptures, and a lot of the carvings arc
repeated, so we get a good idea of
the original look of the carvings,"
said administrator Andrew
Kalmar.
Some of the stone figures have
allegorical meanings, according
to a pamphlet historian Paul
Willis lones wrote for the
Courthouses 100th anniversary.
Over the Court Street entrance,
animals with snakes in their
claws represent the strong ami of
the law cnishing vice and corruption; animals biting their own
tails represent forces of greed
deprived of prey by die law; the

head of a woman is autumn; and other work for the county over
the face of an old man opposite the past lew decades, such as the
her is winter.
recent demolition of the old
When the Courthouses clock power plant's smokestack.
tower was built in 1H96, it was
The city began discussing the
lauded as the "second largest renovations in March of 1997.
clock in the world." The bell with the Pogemeyer Design
tower stands 195 feet above the (iroup assisting in a study of the
ground, and die haniK spread to
16 feet across. Hie original bass- exterior stone. Contractors were
wood hands, now on display in sought In 2000, and the bid went
the Historical Society's museum, .to the Grunwell-Cashero comwere replaced by aluminum pany.
The renovation will come to
about 50 years ago.
"With a unit that big, tilings $2.9 million, according to
wear out and it doesn't keep time Kalmar, which is more than the
as it should," Kalmar said. After original construction cost of
the faces, numbers, hands and $258,000. But to replace the
gears are cleaned and replaced
as needed, Kelmar said it should entire facility would cost $250
brighten the clock's appearance. million, he said.
"This is a small price to pay to
Repairing the clock is a separate contractor, Wdliain Meyers get another 100 years of use out
of Napoleon. Meyers has done of this building," Kalmar said.
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Don't Stress About
Finding Furniture
www.newloverealty.com

Completely Furnished Apartments
•320 Elm St. #A-D: One bedroom spacious apartments
completely furnished! FREE CAS HEAT, WATER & SEWER!!
Private parking lot. Close to campus, $400 per month for a 12
month lease $500 per month for a 9 month lease.

Orlogontoconted.bgsu.edu
Choose yourilasses and register!
Phone Star al 372.8966 beginning February 12

lleed help? Call the Summer Help-Line at 372.9141

»320 Elm St. »E.C&H: Two bedroom completely furnished
apartments. FREE CAS HEAT. WATER 6 SEWER1! Private park
Ing lot. Lots of space. Huge rooms. Walk to campus. $700 per
month for a 12 month lease $800 per month for a 9 month
lease

NEWI9VE
Vou might euen be able to graduate early! How's that for motiuation?
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Speaker 'opens eyes' to dangerous effects of advertising
SPEAKER. FROM PAGE 1

also shed light on how men are
also affected by the media," said
Denise Laitich, senior.
Kilbome said that while the
advertising industry has a
tremendous effect on women it
affects men as well. The masculinity showed in advertisments
is often linked with violence
because it encourages them to be
tough and insentitive.

The general feeling after her
lecture, to a group of about 300
women and men, was that it
opened their eyes to the negative
subconscious effects advertisements have on consumers.
"1 think lean Kilbome's message is really true. The media are
partially responsible for making
women feel bad about themselves. Her lecture made me
change how I view advertisements," said Evan l.eonis, a

sophomore at Bowling Green
High School.
In addition to her thought provoking lectures, Kilbore has also
made many films. The Women's
Center will show one more of her
many films, which also address
the effect of the advertising
industry on women. "Beyond
Killing Us Softly'- will be shown
lom Reed 8C New,
Monday, March 26 at noon and 5
CAPTIVE AUDIENCE: A capacity crowd of about 300 people attended Jean Kilbome's speech.
p.m. in 107 Manna Hall.

CD sales on rise, singles declining; Napster not at fault
NAPSTER, FROM PAGE 1

cent of die money from each sale
(as Madhattcr does) and sells
blank CDs for about $1.50, the
store would lose about $540 a
week or $28,080 a year.
Halamay estimates that about
every other blank CD sale
amounts to a lost album sale.
However, in the long run, those
who bum CDs are likely to continue buying CDs, he said. "In
some cases more music might
stimulate someone's appetite for
CDs."
Regardless of Napster and CD
burners, CD sales nationwide are
up about three percent, according to the Recording Industry
Association of America. I lowcver,
sides of CD singles plunged :*9
percent in 2000. When both fig
ures are included, total CD sales
dropped 1.8 percent to S14.3 billion last year, according to the
RJAA Vinyl records and cassettes
combined account for only about
six percent of sales.

Singles and artists with only
one popular song have the most
reason to fear Napster because
few consumers hesitate to download a single song, Cummer said.
A decade ago,
sales of singles
accounted for about
10 percent
of
Finder's
sales,
Halamay said. Now
they make up less
than one percent.
He blames record
companies for the
demise of the single,
not Napster. "The
industry basically
doesn't make [many
of | diem anymore."
Halamay said companies arc trying to
coerce consumers
to buy full-length
albums instead.
1 lalamay, who opened finder's
in 1971, has seen the rise of the
CD and the fall of vinyl and cassette formats. New technology

often brings new threats like the
tape recorder and the CD burner.
He said that when the tape
recorder was invented, many
feared it would destroy the busi-

HEIDI

ness. They industry not only survived, but it also grew, he said. "As
the music industry changes, so
will brick-and-mortar stores."

U. to create web portal
FAIR. FROM PAGE 9

and graphics, showed examples
of good University web pages,
and offered help lor installing and
using software. There were also
displays for distance learning and
online courseware, including
Blackboard, die software diat will
be used to create a University web
portal next fall. A web portal is a
site like, for instance, Yahoo!,
where a person can log on and
see a variety of personal information and services, like e-mail and

Looking to Sell
That Fancy
Sports Car You
Have Stashed
Away in the
Garage?

a calendar.
Nobody gave many details on
what will IK- available when the
University portal is opened, but
Portal Project Manager Joyce
Brady said it will be up and running in August. She said students
will be able to view their class
schedules through it. Online class
work will also lie available then.
Other features can be added later,
Brady said, but "we want to get it
out as fast as we can."
The Web Resources Fair also
featured speeches by Dean Forss

of Falling Leaf Interactive, a "rich
media development" company. It
makes CDs, DVDs, web pages
and has made commercials.
Unlike the other parts of the fair,
Forss didn't address issues directly affecting the University^ web
people. Instead, he described the
wonders of the near future, things
like the full potential of DVD and
the impact of high-bandwidth
Internet connections.
"We wanted him to give us a
bigger view and what the possibilities are," Kendall said.
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able, he added.
With a CD. you get more than
music, according to Bill Scliurk,
sound recordings archivist for the

University. "You've got artwork,
lyrics and all sorts of cool things
you don't get over the Internet."
Also, a CD, tape or record gives
me consumer something to cherish and collect. Schurk
said downloaded music
could easily be erased
and forgotten because it
holds no physical form.
Record companies
should rethink CD packaging to increase sales,
Cummer said. "The
Beatles' White Album
came with a huge poster
with pictures of the
band." Similar bonuses
would rekindle interest
in the format, he said.
Cummer welcomes a
future where downloaded music is the
FOX BC Ne*s

norm. "Let it happen."

h(, sajd

,f CDs

fa|, ou( of

favor, he s.iid someone would
probably develop a legitimate
way to download and sell music.
If not, Madhatter would still

appeal to music collectors and to
those looking for used CDs.
Regardless of whether Napster
is destroying sales figures, some
in the industry are trying to
destroy Napster. Currently the
RIAA. heavy metal band
Metallica and rapper Dr. Dre are
suing Napster for copyright
infringement. Earlier this month,
a California court ordered
Napster to remove copyrighted
songs from the site. Though
Napster has not exhausted all of
its appeals, the prospect of free
copyrighted music on the site is
looking dimmer and dimmer.
Napster's 58 million users will
have little trouble finding other
sources for free music. Sites like
Scour Exchange, lmesh and
MP3.com provide similar services. But if Napster loses in
court, the precedent could be set
to regulate similar sites.

Your place OP mine?
Both. You go to your
place, and I'll go to mine.
HapPy TUesDAY...HApPY TueSday...

Get involved with the

Undergraduate
Student
Government

and
W«ln«Ju.|, Marti. 2UI
4:OOpm

Advertise In
the BG News

301 I duration

Classifieds.
Call

372-6977

1 lalamay said browsing is part
of a music store's appeal. "People
walk in for one CD and walk out
with three." Browsing over die
Internet is not nearly as enjoy-
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Off-Campus/Commuter Students

Scholarship
*tudent centet

•Available to BGSU off-campus/commuting
undergrad student in good standing with
the University.

Candidates will be considered in the basis of their contributions to
off-campus commuung students, the Nc n Traditional Student Assoc.
the Off-Campus Connection student organization and/or the
Hazel H. Smith Off-Campus Student Center
Applications are now available at these locations:

$500

• The Hazel H. Smith Off-Campus Student Center.
Ground Level Moseley Hall
• The Office of Student Life. 405 Saddlemire Student
Services Building
• The Financial Aid Office, 231 Administration Building

Applications are due - 5:00 Friday, March 30, 2001
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All applications should be directed to:
^
Hazel H. Smith Memorial Scholarship Committee c/o Hazel H. Smith Off-Campus Student Center ^
Moseley Hall (ground level) - BGSU Bowling Green, OH, 434030153
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Information sessions held for Senators,
Vice-President, & President positions on:

MARCH 20th
211 Olscamp
7:00pm & 9:15pm

MARCH 21st
211 Olscamp
7:00pm & 9:15pm
For more information call or visit us at
404 Saddlemire
(above University Bookstore)
372-8116
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USG Undergraduate Student Government * USG Undergraduate Student Govl
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Skier dies in southeastern French avalanche

www.bgnews.com/world

GRENOBLE, France (AP) — An avalanche sent snow
crashing down a mountain in southeastern France on
Monday, killing at least one skier, police said. Hie
avalanche struck Tournette Mountain near the village
of Thones, late Monday afternoon, police said. Crews
found the body of one person, a cross-country skier.

WORLD

Battle erupts for rebels
Macedonia continues
its vigilance against
ethnic Albanian rebels
in recent uprising

annor in Tetovo also seemed to
be an attempt by the government
to show that die army was part of
efforts to prevent the monthlong
guerrilla war from expanding further souUiward from its origins
along the border with Kosovo.
By Danica Kirka
The government has relied priASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER
marily on police and anti-terrorTETOVO. Macedonia — ist units to fight the rebels, leading
Government tanks rumbled into to speculation about the loyalties
Macedonia's second-largest city of the conscript army, particularMonday to light ethnic Albanian ly its ethnic Albanian members,
insurgents, while NATO pledged The rebels have called on all ethto "starve" the rebels by cutting nic Albanians in Macedonia of
supply lines from neighboring fighting age to join their ranks.
Fighting ebbed by mid-afterKosovo.
A spokesman
for the noon Monday, and only the occaMacedonian
government. sional boom of government
Antonio Milososki, pledged "defi- artillery lobbing shells into the
nite action" — a major counterat- foothills skirting Tetovo was
tack — saying field commanders heard, leaving the city of 00,000 at
its quietest since late last week.
would give the order "soon."
The appearance of heavy Still, edgy residents continued to
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BRIEFING
Bacardi and Cuba fight for rum rights
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flee.
The rebels, who say they are
fighting for greater rights for ethnic Albanians, insist their battle is
not being instigated by the former Kosovo Uberation Army in
Kosovo, a province of Serbia, the
main Yugoslav republic.
But the latest uprising shares
the aspirations of ethnic
Albanians in Kosovo for selfdetermination, if not outright
independence, potentially in a
"greater" Kosovo expanded with
ethnic Albanian parts of
Macedonia and southern Serbia.
Although ethnic relations in
Slav-dominated Macedonia have
been relatively trouble-free — an
Associated Press Ptioto
ethnic Albanian party is a partner
in the government — substantial NEW VIOLENCE: Empty cartridges lay spread around a Macedonian special police force's armored
numbers of the minority feel they vehicle during an exchange of gunfire between Macedonian forces and ethnic Albanian rebels in Tetovo,
are treated as second-class citi- Macedonia on Monday.
zens.
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HAVANA (AP) — launching a new duel over trademark rights,
President Fidel Castro said Cuba will begin producing its own
Bacardi rum, using the name made famous by a Cuban family in
exile.
Bacardi rum "is ours and is better than what they produced,"
Castro said Saturday in a speech broadcast on slate television late
Sunday.
A trademark duel would not be the first between the Cuban
government and Bacardi & Co., the world-famous maker of mm
founded in Cuba in the 1860s and resurrected abroad when the
Bacardi family fled the island in 19fiO.
Cuba and Bacardi & Co., now based in Bermuda, have had a
long-running dispute over the trademark for another name, the
Havana Club.
Cuba began exporting a mm under the name I lavana Club in
1994, and since has sold more than 38 million botdes of the nun
worldwide.
In 1995, Bacardi & Co. registered the Havana Club name in the
United States after buying the rights from the original Cuban
owner — whose trademark Castro's government also confiscated
in 1960 — and began producing its own Havana Club rum made
in the Bahamas.
Cuba's Havana Club Holding, accusing Bacardi of violating a
federal trademark law and an international treaty, sued to keep
Bacardi & Co. from selling Havana Club in the United States.

LOCATION, PRICE AND SELECTION
You Will Find The Best Housing With US!
SI 7 K. RKED - At Thurstin One Bedroom, 1 Bath.
Furnished or Unfurnished.
School Year • Two Person Rale - $495.00
One Year - Two Person Rate $425.00
451 THURSTIN - Acroii from Offenhauer
Furnished Efficiencies with full bath.
School Year • One Person Rale - $370.00
One Year - One Person Rale $3:15.00
505 CLOL'GH - Campus Manor.
Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $550.00
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE - One Bedroom Furn. or Unfum.|
School Year One Person Rale - $410.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $360.00
605 SF.COM> "nr Bedroom UnfumUhed
School Year - One Person Rale $385.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $340.00
720 SECOND - One Bedroom Furnished.
School Year One Person Rate - $415.00
One Year - One Person Rate ■ $360.00
707. 711. 715. 719. 723. 727 THIRD
One Bedrtxjm Unfurnished and Furnished.
School Year • Furnished - One Person • $385.00
One Year Furnished ■ One Person - $345.00
402 HIGH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath. Furn. or Unfurn.
School Year ■ Furnished Two Person - $575.00
One Year - Furnished ■ Two Person $480.00
825 THIRD . One Bedroom Furnished, 1 Bath,
School Year - One Person Rate - $450.00
One Year ■ One Person Rate • $400.00
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished,
1 Bath Plus Vanity in BR.

School Year • Two Person Rale ■ $580.00
One Year ■ Two Person Rale • $505 00
649 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath. Vanity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $555.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $460.00
707 SIXTH • Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $545.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rale ■ $450.00
802 SIXTH Two Bedroom, Dishwasher. 1 Bath Plus Vanity.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rale • $585.00
Furnished • One Year - Two Person Rate - $500.00
B10-850 SIXTH Hock Ledge Manor.
Two Bedrooms, 2 Full Baths, Dishwashers.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rale - $615 00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rale - $525.00
818 SEVENTH • Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $545.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
841 EIGHTH Two Bedroom Furnished/Unfurnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $525.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
724 S. COLLEGE - Cambridge Commons.
Two Bedroom Unfurnished. 1.5 Baths. Dishwashers.
School Year ■ Two Person Rate • $620.00
One Year ■ Two Person Rate - $520.00
854 EICHTH ST. - One Bedroom Unfurnished.
School Year - One Person Rale $445.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $380.00

Eight dead in bridge
collapse in Portugal
LISBON, Portugal (API —
Rescue crews on Monday
found the WTeckage of a tour
bus that plunged into a rainswollen river when a bridge
collapsed two weeks ago,
killing more than so people,
officials said.
It was not immediately
known whether any bodies
were still inside the bus,
which is lying on the
riverbed in northern
Portugal. Only eight bodies
have been recovered so far,
most of them swept into the
sea dozens of miles away.

Foot-and-mouth
strikes Saudi cattle
RIYADH. Saudi Arabia (AP)
— Saudi Arabia has confirmed 400 cases of foot-andmouth disease, a Ministry of
Agriculture official said
Monday.
The disease was first confirmed in Saudi Arabia earlier
this month and has spread
quickly among imported cattle, a ministry official said.
The government is vaccinating cattle in areas where die
disease has struck.
Authorities fear it will
spread to dairy farms, cutting

into the country's milk supply. The ailment — which is
rare in Saudi Arabia — poses
no threat to human health
but causes sickness and
weight loss in herds of
cloven-hoofed animals such
as cattle, sheep and pigs.

Elsewhere in the (iulf, 16

sheep have died from footand-mouth disease and 25
others have been infected in
the Ras al-khaimah Emirate
in the United Arab Emirates,
said fann owner Mohammed
Mansour AIL
()fficials in the I Imirates
say only eight cases have
been confirmed so far, but
according to news reports
Sunday, fanners have killed
151 animals suspecled of
being infected.

Weather hinders
efforts to save rig
RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil
(AP) — I ligh winds and
rough seas hampered efforts
Monday to save a crippled oil
rig that is sinking in the
Si mil i Atlantic, the state oil
giant Petrobras said.
The 40-slory-tall rig, billed
as the world's largest, was
destroyed Thursday by
explosions and fire 75 miles
off the Brazilian coast. Two
workers were killed and eight
others are still missing.

Bowling Green Pain Clinic
Medical and Chiropractic Services
J.L. Smith M.D. Patrick 0'Shea D.C.
• Back, neck,and limb pain
• Sports injuries

• Headaches
• General practice

1072 N. Main
Immediate Appointments 354-6166
#1 Summer Job
$6.25/hr base rate tor most positions. PLUS •
the best bonus plan in the industry - an extra
$l/hr! Dozens ol different types of jobs: bar
tender, ride operator, lifeguard, sales, hotel staff.
Even internships for college What's right for you?

#1 Amusement Park
You call this work? Unlimited access to the
over 150 ndes and attractions of the best
park on the planet. Free tickets tor friends.
and after-hours parties with the rest of
the 4,000 summer staff.

#1 Coasters
What other job offers the best coasters in the
world? 14 in all - including Millennium Force."*
America s tallest and fastest!

Interview with us!
Bowling Green State University
Job Fair
Wednesday, March 21
Noon - 4 pm
Olscamp Hall
Apply online at

cedarpoint.com.
1-800-668-JOBS
for more information.

1
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Call JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE. INC.

Rental Office 354-2260
For Vow Convenience U'c Are l.i
\l 319 E. IVooster Strati, acn

Amusement Park/Resort
Sandusky. Otito
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No appontment necessary E0€. Bonuses are pad b employees after they Mtt the* Employment
Agreements Low cost housing and internships avalable (or quatfed appfceants.
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Ford plant to reopen after Legionnaire's scare
CLEVELAND (AP) — A Ford Motor Co. casting plant
linked to a deadly outbreak of Legionnaires' disease
was cleared to resume making engines Monday after
health officials pronounced the newly scrubbed factory safe. The Cleveland casting plant closed Wednesday
after four workers developed the disease.

NATION

Rolling blackouts hit California
ByJennflwCoteman
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) —
Traffic lights and computer
screens went dark Monday in
Beverly Hills, Silicon Valley and
other communities up and down
California as rolling blackouts
swept across the state for the first
time.
The keepers of the state's
power grid ordered the outages
after electricity reserves fell
almost to zero because of a
transformer fire, high demand
and a lack of power imports.
Police officers and sheriff's
deputies scrambled to direct traffic at intersections. At the Public
Utilities Commission in San
Francisco, deputy chief of staff
Harriett Bun worked through the
outage with a battery-powered
lantern.
"I think we'll just carry on as
everybody else does with these,"
she said cheerfully.
Rolling outages were last
ordered Ian. 17 and 18, but they
were limited to parts of Northern
California This time, the black-

outs stretched from San
Francisco to San Diego and for
the first time reached into the
suburbs of Los Angeles. Los
Angeles was unaffected because
it has its own municipal power
company.
"Everything has come to a
stop," said loan Tockey, a clerk at
Mahogany Smoked Meats and
Meadow Farms Country
Smokehouse in Bishop, 270
miles north of los Angeles. "We'll
have to lock the door."
The blackouts knocked out
power in the busy Los Angelesarea port of lx>ng Beach and
affected homes in suburban San
Diego and the state capital of
Sacramento. At San Francisco
Fire Station 15, surprised crews
scrambled to get power from
emergency backup generators.
The blackouts were ordered
by the California Independent
System Operator shortly before
noon after the state fell 1,000
megawatts short of the power it
needs. A thousand megawatts is
about enough to power 1 million
homes.

The ISO declared a Stage 3
alert, the highest level of emergency. It blamed increased
demand for electricity because of
a warm snap, less power from
the Northwest and the loss of
1,400 megawatts because of a
transformer fire at a Southern
California plant. It also said
12,000 megawatts were unavailable because of idled plants—
including some where officials
say they haven't been paid for
months and cannot afford to buy
the natural gas they need to
operate.
The ISO ordered the state's
two biggest utilities — Pacific
Gas & Electric and Southern
California Edison — to cut a total
of 1,000 megawatts. The two utilities together serve 8.7 million
customers across the state. A
third utility, San Diego Gas &
Electric Co., also cut power to
some 41,000 customers.
SoCal Edison ordered blackAssociated Press Photo
outs across the Los Angeles area,
POWER
WOES:
Receptionist
Beckie
Boyden
works
by
candlelight
during
a
rolling
power
blackout
including Chino, Beverly Hills,
Monday at Irvine Orthopedics and Physical Medicine in Irvine, Calif. Patients were still seen during the
Long Beach and Santa Monica,
outage and massage therapists worked by candlelight in the office's therapy rooms.
for up to an hour.

False alarm on space station
By Marcia Dunn
«P XROSPACE KRIKR

CAPE CANAVERAL Ha. (AP) —
On their first day flying solo, the
three new residents of the international space station got a scare
Monday when a smoke alarm
went off.
It turned out to be a false alarm.
The Russian commander and his
American crewmates were
relieved about that, but irritated
by an apparendy unrelated computer problem that prevented
them from quickly pulling up all
the precautionary measures on a
screen.
"That's not a very good situation to IK- in. is it?" complained
astronaut lim Voss the flight
engineer.

The crew's so-called Red Book,
an inch-thick volume on emergency procedures, includes information on dealing with a fire as
well as false alarms, said NASA
spokesman lames llartsfield.
Voss informed Mission Control
that he and his crewmates had
the Red Book out and were following its guidelines
Space shutde Discovery had
undocked just 10 hours earlier,
carrying homeward space station
Alpha's first crew. The new threeperson crew was winding down
at the end of a long day when the
smoke alarm went off in the U.S.built Destiny laboratory.
Russian commander Yuri
Dsachev and his crew immediately rummaged through the lab,

to make sure nothing was smoldering.
"We looked at the smoke
detector.... There was no smoke,
no smell," Usachev reported. "It is
obvious that this is a false alarm."
But he grumbled about the computer problems and noted: "The
situation is not very good."
Usachev and Voss indicated
they would like more documents
sent up, to avoid any confusion in
the future. Usachev's comments
made it sound as though the crew
had difficulty finding the onboard instructions to deal with
the situation.
NASA believes that dust stirred
up by the crew may have triggered the alarm or that the smoke
detector may be defective. The

three smoke detectors in the lab
use laser beams to measure particles in the air, and are extremely
sensitive. The smoke detector in
question was later disconnected.
The air-circulating fans were
turned off automatically when
the alarm sounded, and came
back on one by one. This safety
feature, to smother any flames
and prevent the spread of smoke,
was not in place when a fire
erupted aboard Russia's Mir station in 1997 and burned for 14
terrifying minutes.
Before going to sleep, astronaut
Susan Helms told Mission
Control she would,have lots of
questions the next day "about
what was going on with the computers when all this happened."

Associated Press Photo

FALSE ALARM: The International Space Station hangs over the
Earth's horizon in this view from television Sunday after undocking
from Discovery. The shuttle crew delivered the Expedition II members
and will return the Expedition I members to Earth.

Doctors warn of antibiotic over-use BROKE
By Jennifer Brown

ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Doctors should not prescribe
antibiotics for most colds, coughs
and sore throats because they
don't help and their overuse is
making them less effective
against other infections, the
nation's second-largest doctors'
group said Monday.
For most healthy adults, the
best treatment for bronchitis,
most sinus infections, colds and
coughs is over-the-counter cold
remedies, according to the
American
Academy
of
Physicians-American Society of
Internal Medicine.
Experts have warned for a

travel
frpp

decade that overuse of antibiotics
is causing germs become resistant to drugs.
"If we can lower our total
antibiotic consumption by 20 or
30 percent, we can show an effect
in changing the rate of prevalence
in these resistance organisms,"
said Dr. Ralph Gonzales of the
University of Colorado Health
Sciences Center.
The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention estimate
that up to half of the 1.13 million
doses of antibiotics administered
daily outside hospitals are unnecessary because they are being
prescribed for viral infections that
don't respond to antibiotics.
The
Food
and
Drug

European Discovery
from $975
14 days including Amsterdam,
Paris, andRome

CDC:
http://www.cdc.gov/drug
resistance

Administration has proposed
requiring labels on antibiotics
reminding doctors to prescribe
them only when truly necessary.
Doctors often feel pressured to
prescribe antibiotics when they
are not needed because patients
demand them, said Dr. Vincenza

WELCOME BACK
$5.00 COLLEGE NIGHT
January through May
Who:

Any college student with college ID

When:

Monday - Wednesday,
9:00- l 1:00 p.m.

Where: Varsity Lanes -1033 S. Main St.
Bowling Green OH. (352-5247)
What:

Price:
wHn.eounc1ltravtl.coH

Annals of Internal
Medicine:
http://www.annals.ofg

VARSITY LANES

>fra« of hassles
>fTM of rip offs
>frM for you with 10 friends!
...Get 10 friends to go
and you'll go free!

ON THE NET:

2 hours of bowling & shoes,
slice of pizza
v .'
& large pop
^ yj
Only $5.00
per person
& drink specials

Snow, senior medical associate at
the American College of
Physicians.
The guidelines, presented in
Monday's Annals of Internal
Medicine, are intended for treatment of healthy adults, and not
for patients over age 65 or people
with long-term medical conditions such as diabetes.
They were developed by a
panel of doctors assembled by
the CDC and led by Gonzales.
The American College of
Physicians-American Society of
Internal Medicine represents
115,000 physicians.
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BREAK?
JOIN THE UNIVERSITY STUDENT
SCIENCE COUNCIL FOR...

FREE PIZZA
ON THURSDAY, MARCH 22
11:30AM UNTIL 1PM
in MSC 304
USSC
www.bgsu.odu/shidefiriife/organizohons/uisc

Freshly Popped
Popcorn Daily!

OFF-CAMPUS
STUDENT CENTER
Ground Floor Moseley Hall
Monday-Friday
beginning at 11am
50« donation for the Barbara Y. Keller
Scholarship benefiting Commuter &
Off-Campus Students

1-800-2COUNCIL
Experience ContW with ■ group of <Vt«ndt
oootuw on tn# sam« tap «t m» ume umt and
the 11 ta person travels free or everyone n your
group yeta 10* off Prices am land only and
do not include •Hire.

THE

'fudent cent*'
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HUMAN
RIGHTS
IN SILENT PROTEST:
Members ol the Falun Gong
spiritual movement practice
traditional Buddhist and
Taoist exercises to protest outside the United Nations building at the opening of the
annual UN. human rights
forum in Geneva on Monday.
Members of the spiritual
movement, banned in China,
plan to urge the UN.
Commission on Human
Rights to accuse China of
cracking down on the freedoms of expression, religion
and association. China's suppression of the Falun Gong
and continued crackdowns on
Tibet make it a top target for
US officials and the United
Nations Human Rights
Commission.

Associated Press Photo

Did you know...

.

.

IN 1927, ) v
) BABE RUTH
EARNED $70,000

Units
Going
Quickly!

BG NEWS

BG NEWS NATION
BRIEFING
Officer fatally shot during domestic blowout
INDUPENDENCK, Mo. (AP) — A police officer weeks away from
retirement was shot to death after an hour-long standoff with a
disturbed man. Moments later, oxygen tanks at the house exploded in a fire that killed the gunman.
Tile man's elderly parents had called police to the house
Saturday, saying he was violent and needed to be taken to a hospital for evaluation.
Officer Terry poster, 54, who was about to retire after 32 years
on the force, knew the man from earlier calls and talked to him
for an hour through a locked door, Police Chief Gary George said.
When officers forced the door open, Foster was shot four times.
As two other officers pulled Foster's body downstairs, the house
exploded in flames, killing the 34-year-old gunman, whose name
was not immediately disclosed, police said.
About 15 oxygen tanks kept in a closet for the gunman's ailing
father had exploded. The police chief said that what triggered the
explosion was not known, but the oxygen fueled the flames.

Flight attendant sues against Big Tobacco
MIAMI (AP) — A fonnerTWA flight attendant who says she got
emphysema from passengers' cigarette smoke went to court
Monday in the first of what could be thousands of mini-trials to
determine how much she and her colleagues should get in damages.
In 1997, the tobacco industry setUed die flight attendants'
class-action lawsuit by agreeing to pay S349 million, with $300
million of that set aside for a medical research foundation.
Now, attendants are suing individually for damages from the
tobacco industry.
On Monday, jury selection began In the first of those cases to
reach trial. The case was brought by Marie Fontana. a 23-year
TWA attendant.
I ler lawsuit is against the nation's four biggest cigarette makers
— Philip Morris, R.I. Reynolds, Brown & Williamson and LorillattL
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GREENBRIAR, INC.

224 E Wooster
352-0717

Passenger on trial
for airport attack

Publisher resigns;
eyes drawn to profit

NEWARK. N.I. (AP) —An
airline passenger went on
trial Monday on charges of
hurling a gate agent and
breaking the man's neck in an
alleged bout of air rage.
lohn Davis, 29. of
Fredericksburg, Va., is
charged with aggravated
assault against Continental
Airlines agent Angelo Sottile
in a scuffle at the Newark airport in July 1999. The charges
carry a maximum of up to 10
years in prison.
As the trial's first day came
to a close, Sottile said he
spent five days in a coma
after the scuffle and can't
remember the encounter.
"I am in pain every day,"
testified Sottile, who has trouble moving his neck.
The case has drawn attention to air rage among passengers frustrated by flight
delays, crowding and other
problems.

SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) —Jay
Harris, chairman and publisher of the San Jose Mercury
News, resigned Monday, saying he hoped his action
would prompt the newspaper's parent company, Knight
Riddcr, to "closely examine
the wisdom" of the paper's
profit targets.
"We all know we must
make significant adjustments
in the lace of the currcndy
severe economic downturn,"
I larris wrote. "But so far, we
have l>een unable to find a
way to meet die new targets
without risking significant
and lasting harm to the
Mercury News — as a journalistic enterprise and as the
special place to work that it
is."
Early retirement offers may
help, but "we will be unable
to achieve the level of
expense reduction we are
seeking to achieve u II I II II i [
layoffs," I lams said in a
memo to the staff.

Man sentenced
in tourist slaying
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
man who fatally shot a
German tourist in a botched
robbery was sentenced
Monday to serve from 35
years to life in prison, while
an accomplice was given 16
years to life.
Superior Court Judge
lance Ito sentenced 23-yearold I .inn mi Dion Santos after
reading an impassioned letter from the tourist's widow
that described the horror of
watching her husband murdered.
Ito convicted Santos last
month of first-degree murder, attempted murder and
attempted robbery, in a trial
without jury.

Deputy suspected
in deadly standoff
ELLENWOOD, Ga. (AP) —
A former sheriff's deputy
whose attorney says he is a
suspect in the sheriff-elect's
assassination was involved in
a shootout that left one man
dead and anothei wounded,
authorities said Monday.
Neighbors said Patrick
Cuffy exchanged gunfire
Sunday morning outside his
home with several men who
arrived in at least two vehicles. Cuffy, 35, is a central figure in the investigation into
the slaying of Derwin Brown,
who was shot 11 times Dec.
15.

• Field Manor
• Frazee Avenue
AT FOUNDERS KEEPERS FOOD COURT

All Units Include:
2 Bedrooms
2 Baths
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
$675 / mo. + electric (4 person rate)

Starts 3/19/2001
Ends 3/22/2001
Drawing 3/23/2001
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114 S. MAIN ST: #1,5,6,7:1 bdrm unfurnished, above Wizard Graphics. Extra individual storage Free Water and Sewer.
Resident pays electric/heat only!! Air Conditioned. Each apanment is unique. $355-$380/month for 12 month lease, $455-

<si

5480/month for 9 month lease.
114 S. MAIN ST #12:1 bdrm unfurnished, above Wizard Graphics,. Resident pays utilities. Air Conditioned 112 SJSO/month
for 12 month lease, 5430/month for 9 month lease. Cat permitted.
117 N.MAIN ST: #3,4,5,6,81 bdrm unfurnished, located downtown. Resident pays all utilites. Dishwashers. $280$370/month for 12 month lease. $380-$475/month for 9 month lease.
311 S. MAIN ST #A&B: 2 bdrm unfurnished, located downtown. Spacious rooms and lots of storage. Gas Heat. Resident pays

m

utilities. $5IO/month for 12 month lease.
315 1/2 S. MAIN ST: 2 bdrm unfurnished upper residence. Wood deck,Gas Heat, fat in Kitchen. Pet permitted with references.
Resident pays all utilities. $465/month for 12 month lease.
319 S. MAIN ST: 2 bdrm. two story unfurnished part of a house. Huge bedroom upstairs. Gas heat, resident pays utilities. Front

.Mm
•>-.-i"VV-*

porch and storage area. Pet permitted with references $395/month for 12 month lease.
3361/2 S. MAIN ST: 2 bdrm unfurnished apartment located above a business. Huge master bedroom. Front enclosed porch.
Rooms are very large. Resident pays utilities. Okay for group of four. $485 per month for a 12 month lease.
134 E. WOOSTER ST. #A: 3 bdrm unfurnished apartment located downtown large Rooms. Okay for group of four. Gas heat.
Resident pays utilities $580 per month for a 12 month lease.
128 E. WOOSTER ST. #A&B: two efficiency apartments located downtown above a business All completely different. FREE
WATER & SEWER!! Resident pays electric /heat. «A $265 per month, IB $260 per month for a 12 month lease. IA $365 per month,
IB $360 per month for a 9 month lease. Cat permitted!!
134 E WOOSTER ST. #B: One bedroom unfurnished apartment. Located downtown large rooms. Resident pays utilities.
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BBSSE

$360 per month for a 12 month lease.

332 S.Main St.
(our only office)

352-5620

NEWI9VE

mm

www. newloverealty.com

WEDNESDAY 9:15pm
in 111 Olscamp

i

"Big Time Hollywood Movies"

THIS WEEK IN

GYMNASTICS: BG FALLS TO OSU, OESTRENG WINS ALL-AROUND. PAGE 14

BG SPORTS

TUESDAY

Baseball
3/20,3/21

March 20,
2001

At West Virginia/ 5 p.m. (3/20),
2 p.m. (3/21)

3/23
Host Eastern Michigan/ 3 p.m.

3/24

www.bgnews.com/sports

Host Eastern Michigan
(Double Header) / 1 p.m.

BOWLING GREEK STATE UNIVERSITY

3/25
Host Eastern Michigan/ 1 p.m.

Softball

Hey Joe!

3/23
At Charlottesville, Virginia, v.
Penn State (Double Header)/ 1
p.m.

3/24
At Charlottesville, Virginia, v.
Virginia (Double Header)/ 1
p.m.

3/25
At Charlottesville, Virginia, v.
Liberty (Double Header)/ 9
a.m.

Men's tennis
3/22

BG makes run to CCH A finals at Joe Louis Arena
ByOANNlEO

At Michigan/ 3 p.m.

3/24
At St. Bonaventure, v. Buffalo/
9 a.m., v. St. Bonaventure/ 2
p.m.

Women's tennis
3/23
Host Akron/ 1 p.m.

3/24
Host Buffalo/ I p.m.

Gymnastics
3/24
At Kent State (MAC
Championships)/ 2 p.m.

PETE
STELLA
Sports Editor

"GoodStdkr

I'm the
number
one Stella,
what what
what
(Note from the author this
story has nothing to do with
sports but I had to write it to tell
my spring break escapade with
my friends.)
It was the best week of our lives
... if only we could remember it.
Seven girls, four guys, two
rooms, sun, sand, a millions
memories and laughs and lots
and lots and lots of alcohol.
This story contains my random thoughts about my weeklong vacation in Fort Lauderdale,
with friends and how bad I wanted to shred my ticket so I would
not ever be able to return to
Bowling Green.
Leaving Saturday, March 10
from Toledo airport was quite an
experience. If you have ever
flown before, you know that
most planes have three seats on
each side of the row all the way
down the plane.
Well, not the plane we took
from Toledo to Chicago.
It had two seats on one side
and one on the other and the
best part was the ceiling of the
plane was like 5-foot 10-inches
and I am 6-foot 2-inches.
Needless to say, I was crawling
tomyseaL
The trip to Chicago was shaky
but we made it to O'Hare Airport,
the second biggest airport in the
USA. We had a few delays but
finally, finally, finally made it to
our place in Fort Lauderdale and
we were drinking by 11:30 am
Since our place was right off
the A1A Highway, you couldn't
look at the signs without singing
"Ice, Ice Baby."
The week consisted of getting
up around 9 or 10 a.m., putting
on a bathing suit and sun block
hitting the pool in our resort,
which was a dead match with
Melrose Place, or the beach,
which was 100 yards from our
door.
We would begin consuming
beverages whenever we could
shake off our sick feelings from
the night before, the earlier the
better (my friend Red and I were
champs at this. Ben was too
NUMBER ONE. PAGE 15

SPORTS REPORTED

With a 13-18-5 record and a ninth place league
finish, not many people had the Bowling Green
hockey team pegged to go to the CO (A finals at
|oe Louis Arena.
But those dim prospects were Bowling Green's
secret weapon.
Desperate to justify an otherwise dismal season, the Falcons set all expectations aside and
consistently played to their potential for the first
time this year en route to the team's most impressive CCHA playoff run in five years.
Through a bevy of upsets, the Falcons found
themselves fighting Michigan State, the country's
No. I team, in the CCHA final four at loc Louis
Arena Friday. As the ninth seed in the tournament BG was the lowest seeded team to ever
make it to the CCHA championship round.
"We knew that if we lost one game, one period,
one shift, it could be all over for us," said sophomore forwardTyler Knight. "That kind of attitude
gave us a lift."
After taking a 1 -0 lead in the first period on
freshman defenseman Kevin Bieksa's goal, the
Falcons ran into Hobey Baker award candidate
and wonder-goalie Ryan Miller, who would hold
BG while Spartan forward Scan Patchell scored
twice to give MSU a 2-1 win. The loss sent BG
home and MSU to the CCHA finals where they
took care of Michigan 2-0.
Miller stopped 16third-period shots, including
five from Falcon sniper Ryan Murphy in the last
five minutes of regulation. Overall, Miller made
28 saves on the night as he barely outdueled
Falcon netminder Tyler Masters, who made 33
saves on 35 MSU shots.
"Its hard to say Miller outdid Masters because
Masters played awesome too," Murphy said." If
you only let in two goals that's a good night. Their
forwards and defenseman shut us down like they
did to every team all year."
While the Falcons came within one goal of
playing for the CCHA championship and an
NCAA tournament birth, they did all they could
to give the 2000-01 season meaning Getting to
"The loe" was their goal all along Bowling Green
hadn't been there for five years, meaning no one
on the present roster had ever seen the hallowed
college hockey grounds.
With an 11 -18-5 record going into the final regular season weekend it looked as if honorable
seniors like Doug Schueller and Curtis Valentine
would never get the chance to play for the
Championship. With the Falcons one point out
I0E, PAGE 13

Associated Press Ptioto

THE JOE: Michigan State's Brian Maloney and Bowling Green's Doug Schueller get tangled up March 16 during a CCHA
semi-final game last Friday at Joe Louis Arena. The Spartans beat BG 2-1 to end the ninth seeded Falcon's playoff run.

Season without shame
By Pete Stella and Nick Hurm
SPORTS REPORTERS

Hie Photo BG News

DAN THE MAN: Coach Dan Dakich had plenty to smile and yell
about as seen here during a home game in Anderson Arena.
Len Matela is the receiver of Dakichs input.

Instead of formatting this
story in a normal, professional,
newspaper writing format, we
have decided that, for the last
basketball article of the 20002001 season, we will enlighten
all of our loyal fans with our
own thoughts and opinions of
the 29 games.
After watching the Bowling
Green men's basketball team
play for almost four months,
we saw the ups and downs and
as many goods and bads as the
Falcons could throw out.
We witnessed the four-game
losing streak and the incredible
turn-around with a six-game
winning streak
We also saw the Falcons
come so close to defending
their
Mid-American
Conference regular season
title, but falter. Its not so bad
when you think about the fact
that BG played their last five
regular season games in 11
days, an almost "NBA schedule."
We expanded our interesting and unique relationship
with coach Dan Dakich, likely
the most popular person in
this town.
With all this said, we have
come up with our own awards
for the Brown and Orange and
we hope that no death threats

will be sent.
If so, send them to Hurm.
Enjoy.

Most Valuable Player
Keith McLeod - The junior
guard took some time to come
around this season but eventually got his game in check and
averaged 18.1 points per game
on the year, 19.4 ppg in MAC
games alone. He also netted 48
steals on the year, second on
the team to Trent Jackson's 59,
and lit up Anderson Arena with
11 dunks.
McLeod had guts and would
drive hard to the hole whenever he saw the slightest chance.
His body hitting the floor was a
normal sound to the Falcon
fans. With this, he attempted
an eye opening 214 free
throws, a league leader.
He earned Second Team AllMAC honors and will most likely be a strong catalyst for the
Falcons next season.
Most Improved Player
Cory Ryan - As Dakich said
early in the season, "Cory is
supposed to shoot when he is
in. if he's not shooting, he's
coming out."
Ryan, who only averaged 3.8
minutes per game last season,
played in 28 out of the 29
games, starting five and also
averaged 6.8 ppg
MEN. PAGE 14

Heldt
takes
15th at
NCAAs
By Ryan Fowler
SPORTS REPORTER

Oh yes, it is March
Madness once again and
senior
high
jumper
Stephanie Heldt didn't waste
anytime in creating her own
Cinderella story.
On March 9di Heldt placed
15th at the NCAA Indoor
Track
and
Field
Championships
in
Fayetteville, Arkansas.
The Toledo native made
Bowling Green proud by
leaping 5-7 3/4 after qualifying fourth with a mark of 6-0.
However the 15th place finish
didn't sit well in the mind of
Heidi
"1 had a problem with my
approaches, it's devastating
for me," Heldt said. "I was
really upset."
The NCAA Championship
brought the nations best
sprinters, leapers and throwers all under one roof. In the
high jump individuals from
coast to coast competed in
the one day evenl
HELDT. PAGE 14
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Hockey loses 2-1
JOE. FROM PAGE 13

of the CCHA playoffs before
those last regular season games
against Ferris State, they had to
sweep to get in. A pair of one-goal
wins put BG in a first-round,
best-of-three series against
Miami. The single-goal margin
would be a recurring theme for
BG as every game the rest of the
way would be that close.
The opening game against the
Redllawks would be a sign of
things to come as the Falcons
posted a 4-3 win in their biggest
comeback of the season. Down
3-1 in the third period, Bowling
Green scored three unanswered
goals to shock the Redl lawks 4-3.
It was a similar story in the second game as the teams traded
leads until it was knotted 3-3 at
the end of regulation.
lust under 10 minutes into the
overtime, Knight drew a Miamizone faceoff back to defenseman
Grady Moore, who skated up the
boards and flipped the puck past
RedHawk goalie David Burleigh.
Moore's tally sent the falcons to
the CCHA play-in game against
Northern Michigan for the right
to go to "The foe". The Wildcat's
first round win over Western
Michigan forced the Falcons to
make the eight-hour bus ride to
Michigan's Upper Peninsula.
"We didn't really want to play
Northern Michigan," said senior
Curtis Valentine. "We knew we
could take them, but we didn't
want to make the bus ride for one
game. We were rooting for
INMU's opponentl Western
Michigan."
When BG finally got lo
Marquetle a pair of unlikely scorers provided Masters with
enough offense to get BG past the
Wildcats in overtime. Ryan
Wetterberg continued lo pick
good times for his sparse goals.
He opened the scoring at 14:23 of
the first period with his second

goal of the season. His first was
the game winner against Ferris
State that put the Falcons in the
playoffs in the first place.
After a Mike Sandbeck secondperiod goal put the game in overtime, BG senior forward Dennis
Williams would score the gamewinner 14:54 into the extra session. Williams initially fanned on
the shot, which threw off NMU
goalie Dan Ragusett. Before
Ragusett could recover Williams
put the puck in the net for his second goal of die season and the
Falcons were off to the loe.
"The best part was after Willy
scored the goal," Valentine said.
"Going over to congratulate him
and knowing we were going to
The Joe"
1 lowever, there was no bigger
reason for the play-in win than
Masters. The sophomore goalie
withstood a 38-shot NMU deluge, including 13 in the second
period and seven in overtime. As
the saying goes: he made all the
saves he should have and a few
he shouldn't have.
And off to the Joe it was for die
Falcons on their spring break trip.
While Detroit may not seem like
much of a Utopia for most people, the BG Hockey team wouldn't have wanted to be anywhere
else. The funny thing about this
team is that, while they should
have been happy to just get to
Detroit - as only four of twelve
CCHA teams do - they still
weren't complacent.
"Before we were thinking we'd
just be satisfied to go to the Joe."
Murphy said. "But when we got
there we just thought it was a
good accomplishment. When
the game started we had to prove
more. We didn't want to finish
second, third or fourth. With the
way we had been playing we really thought we could have won it
all."

Falcon places 15th
HELOT, FROM PAGE 13

High jumpers from UCLA,
North Carolina, long Beach State
and
even
Mid-American
Conference rival Akron vied for
the title of nations best high
jumper.
In the end it was a sophomore
from Harvard that finished in first
place. Kan Siilats, an international student, took home the hardware after skying 6-0 3/4 in
Arkansas.
Just a month prior Heldt
jumped 6-0 to set a Falcon record
and qualify for this championship. However, she sustained
an injury to her ankle in the MAC
Championships that hindered
her training prior to nationals.
Heldt, however, is not using her
injury as a scapegoat for her performance.
"It didn't play a factor when I
was competing" Heldt said. "It's
because I didn't get a chance to
practice before hand, all the practice I did was the day before and
the day of. You need more time
for that kind of stuff.
Although the senior was not
pleased with her performance,
she is looking forward to the outdoor season.
"I was really disappointed in
myself, but I'm not hung up on it
or anything It gives me something to work for in outdoors,"
Heldt said.
With a healthy ankle, Heldt
started off her outdoor season

with a peak performance. This
past weekend down in Auburn
she came out soaring and
jumped 5-10 to place first beating
the rest of the competition by two
inches.
On the day, BG secured six
first-place finishes with two coming from die track and four coming in the field including Heldt's
impressive jump. She was kind of
curious where that jump was in
Arkansas.
"I jumped 5-10,1 was so mad,"
Heldt said. "I was like why couldn't have I done this the week
before. I think it's because outdoors is so much later and you
have already tackled a lot of problems."
On the track, it was senior
Christine Thompson finishing
first in the 800-m in a time of
2:18.89 and sophomore Joy
Echler taking home first in the
3000-m in a time of 10:01.66.
Two seniors and a sophomore
paced the Brown and Orange in
the field. Captain Andrea Cook
finished first in the pole vault
with a height of 11-1 3/4. Fellow
senior lisa Keegan wowed the
crowd with a hammer throw of
174-10 good enough to lead the
pack.
Sophomore Mary Willems
made a name for herself by finishing first in the discus after a
136-10 toss.

Falcons
fall to
Buckeyes
ByErikCassano
SP0B1S REPORTER

To a certain extent, the
Bowling Green gymnastics
team is a victim of circumstance. They lost to a better
Ohio State squad this past
weekend, which further hurt
their regional qualifying
chances in what has turned
out to be a very tough region.
" We arc in a really difficult
region," said coach Dan
Connelly. "In four of the six
regions, we would probably
qualify for regionals, but not
here. We are not in control of
our own destiny."
Connelly was satisfied with
the team's perfonnance
against the Buckeyes, wliich
included junior Marny
Oestreng winning the allaround tide. He said the team
had no missed routines the
entire meet, but Ohio State
had too much in their favor on
their home floor.
"It was a really exciting
meet, Ohio State just scored
higher," Connelly said. "It was
difficult to compete with them
down there. We did the best
we could do that night, we just
lost to a better team.'"
BG's score of 194.500 was
their third-highest of the year.
MAC Tournament
With the Mid-American
Conference basketball tournament hoopla now over, the
gymnasts will take their conference turn this weekend,
ironically at conference-leading Kent State, who also had
tourney finalists in both men's
and women's basketball.
Unless the Falcons get a lot of
help from other teams in the
region, the MAC tournament
will most likely be the last time
the Falcons take the floor as a
team this season.
"The MAC has a tremendous amount of parity,"
Connelly said. "Northern
Illinois is averaging the worst
team score at around 193, and
Kent State is the best at
around a 195 to 195.5."
BG is averaging in the high
194 range.
With most teams scoring in
the same general area,
Connelly said the meet will
come down to who can nail
their routines with the most
consistency.
After this weekend, Mamy
Oestreng and the other BG
gymnasts who have qualified
will move on to NCAA individual championship competition.

"We are in a really
difficult region. In
four of the six
regions, we would
probably qualify
for regionals, but
not here."
DAN CONNELLY, COACH

Baseball moves to 8-3

Avaiabte to OffCampus or commuting Students
• Preferences: students active In Off-Campus Student Connection,
The Non-Tradltlonal Student Organization and/or The Hazel H. Smith
Off-Campus Student Center.
• Requirements: full-time undergrauate students with 3.0 C.P.A.
Pidt-up Applications At
• Hazel H. Smith Off-Campus Student Center (ground level, Moseley Hall)
• Office of Student Life (405 Saddlemlre)

Deadine. 5om Friday. March 30
Drop off applications to:
Hazel H. Smith Off Campus Student Center
iMoseley Hall - Ground Level)

Questions? call 2-2458

in 13-9 victory over C.W Post
earlier in the week.
Against Yale Wednesday, BG
had their best offensive and
relief pitching showings of the
trip, rallying from a 9-0 second
inning defecit with 14 unanswered runs in the final five
innings to win 14-9. The Falcons
hit five doubles: two by catcher
Tim Newell, who also had two
RBI's and three runs scored,
filias, infielder Corey I.ooniis,
and outfielder Nick Klrod.
"We fell behind 9-0, and Yale
had their best pitcher on the
mound," Schmitz said. "Once
Yale went to their bullpen, our
offense seemed to get going.''
While Yale's bullpen was selfdestructing, BG's bullpen put
the clamps on Yale's lineup. Brad
Henry and Clayton B<x>lh shut
the Yale offense down from the
third inning on, and the Falcons
offense struck for seven runs in
the seventh inning and the
deciding five runs in the ninth.
Booth picked up the win, his
second of the season.
Tuesday,
BG
defeated
Manhattan 14-2, their most lopsided win of the trip. Freshman
David Barkholz had four hits
and three RBI's. and F.lias.

ByErikCassano
SP0R1S REPORTER

The Bowling Green baseball
team continued their good start
with five wins in eight games at
the Homestead Challenge in
Homestead, Florida last week.
They are currently 8-3.
The Falcons' were routed in
two of their three losses, 9-1 to
Indiana in the trip's first game,
and a 10-3 loss to Marist later in
the week. They were very competitive otherwise, scoring double digit run totals in all five
wins, and scoring nine runs in
their other loss, 14-9 to
Northeastern in the trip's finale.
"It was a good trip, we swung
die bats well." said BG coach
Danny Schmitz. "In pitching
Craig Menke
and
Kyle
Knoblauch threw well."
Menke improved his record to
2-1 with a 10-4 victory over
Bradley Friday. In eight innings,
he gave up one earned run and
struck out seven. The run support was in large pan provided
by outfielder Len F.lias and firsi
baseman Kelly I lunt, who went
3-for-5 and 2-for-5 at the plate
respectively. Hunt had a double
and three RBI's.
Knoblauch picked up the win

Loomis, outfielder Lee Morrison
and third baseman Andy Hudak
combined for five doubles.
Starting
pitcher
Brett
Baumgartner picked up the win.
West Virginia
Schmitz found some things to
work on as the Falcons headed
down to Morgantown, W Va. for
a two-game series against West
Virginia that starts today.
"(On the Florida trip.) I think
we needed to shape up our middle relief at times," he said. "Our
defense was inconsistent, but it
was good at times. I don't want
to make excuses, but the playing
surfaces (in Homestead) weren't
in the best shape."
The Mountaineers come into
die series at 7-9 overall. It will be
the Falcons' final tune-up liefore
their home opener and MidAmerican Conference opener
against Eastern Michigan Friday.
"West Virginia is a very good
program," Schmitz said. "In the
MAC. they would lx- one of the
top programs in the conference.
It will be a great challenge for us.
being a young team."

Season had ups and downs
MEN, FROM PAGE 13

role next seasan and could lie

He netted 23.6 minutes per
game and attempted a team
high 110 three pointers, hitting
43(39.1 percent).
What Would The Team Do
Without Award
Brandon Pardon - K you've
seen him play, you'll agree that
when Pardon has the ball, you
breathe a large sigh of relief. BP
finished the season with 204
assists, 128 in the MAC. wliich
was good enough to top the
conference.
His assist mark also tanked
him fourth in the nation and
only committed 108 turnovers,
62 in the MAC
Pardon could hit the big shot
or organize the team when the
opponent was making a run. I le
could take a charge with the best
of them and would sacrifice his
body, including his left shoulder
which he had surgery on last
season.
Without BR the Falcons
would be SOL
Newcomer Of The Year
Josh Almanson - This one is
easy. By the middle of the season, Almanson was playing like
anything but a freshman,. He
was named to the All-MAC
freshman team. He used his 6-8,
200 pound frame to post up bigger and older opponents and
showed no fear in doing so.
In the 74 -64 loss to Toledo Feb.
26, Almanson had the fun job of
guarding Greg Stempin, who
became the first person to ever
be named First Team All-MAC
three years in a row. But the
freshman didn't back down and
contained Stempin for die first
half.
Almanson, who played in 28
games and averaged seven
points a contest, will play a big

the building block of the Falcons
in the future.
Biggest Disappointment
Kevin Netter - The 6-foot-11inch kid has promise, but Netter
struggled this seasons because
he doesn't have enough meat on
his Ixines.
Netter, who was said to have
been scouted by NBA people,
had his 200 pound frame was
pushed around all year . He
sometimes would play for five or
six minutes and end with two
fouls and three turnovers.
Tliis was his first season playing but he had all of last year to
rid himself of some of his weaknesses. This was Almanson's first
year also and he played much
more consistent basketball.
Our advice, eat, eat, eat or talk
to Stella's friend Ward for he will
get you on his plan and will
"bulk him (Netter) up."
If Netter gains some promising pounds over the summer, it
should excel his game greatly.
Biggest Rlunder Ryan's attempt to be on
SportsCenler - Early in the season, Ryan had a breakaway and
had a chance lo slam one home.
Jackson had already showed his
dunking abilities earlier in the
game and Ryan saw his opportunity to show the Anderson
Arena crowd that he too could
light it up.
Ryan cruised to the right side
of the basket and elevated with
the ball in his right hand. His
form looked good except for
when the rimmed stuffed the
crap out of him and the ball fell
into the hands of the defense.
Dakich was seen on the sidelines shaking liis head in disbelief and maybe laughing a little

bit.
Coolest Trend
Dakich and the Jacket Sounds like a movie title doesn't
it? After falling 81-57 Jan. 27 to
Kent State and increasing their
losing streak to lour, Dakich
decided that he was going to
wear Ms clothes backwards and
that his players would do the
same in practice.
Dakich surprised the world
when he walked out to several
games with his sports jacket on
backwards 1 le drew a lot of love
for this, including from Miami
coach Charlie Coles, who copied
Dakich's gesture in the regular
season finale.
News of his actions spread
around the MAC and the nation,
and found its way to Sports
Illustrated.
It takes a real man to do something like that and not give a
damn what anyone thinks
Best and worst games
Kent State - Despite losing
both contests, the Falcons and
the Golden Flashes had some
battles. The worst game was the
Ian. 27 contest, which saw BG
lose 81-57 and only score 20
points at the half.
On Feb. 20, the Brown and
Orange again lost to Kent State
but the atmosphere was intense.
BG was up six at half-lime and
after a bad call, or two or ten,
Dakich was ejected and garbage
was thrown on the court. You
could tell the fans wanted the
win just as bad as the players
did. The Marshall win was a
close runner up for best game
but the effort and crowd for Kent
State was one of the best seen all
season and in our careers.
Well, that is it. See you next
season.

Cla-zel Theatre
127 N. Main St., B.G. * 353-1361

BARBARA Y. KELLER
SCHOLARSHIP
$100 Semi-Annual scholarship
• One recipient Fall semester and another Spring semester
(two seperate application periods).
• The award shall be made directly to the recipients bursar account.

BG NEWS

ROM GALLAGHER

"Formerly Known as Gallagher II"
Comedy & Audience Participation
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND! LAST APPEARANCE IN BG
4 SELLOUT SHOWS. ALL SEATS RESERVED

/TICKETS
GOING FASTI/

Seen on E!
& Howard Stern,

k

Brand
New Act
For 2001

Flash Cameras
Permitted

C
Tickets for Sale from

4:30pm-9:30pm daily
at Theatre

Charge by Phone
TOLL FREE 24 hours

Ticket Prices $15

1-877-644-4333

Saturday, March 24, 2001
Showtime: 8 & 10pm
*fudent center
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The adventures of Stella and friends in Florida last week
NUMBER ONE. PAGE 13
expect for that one night). We
would then eat, get cleaned up,
hit the bars, return late, pass out
and do it all over again.
How much fun is that?
Some people might think this
sounds stupid and too all of you. I
can say you are entitled to your
opinion and this is a free country.
To the people who went with me
and to other people who traveled
on Spring Break, you know how
much fun it was and how fast the
time went.
I definitely saw and heard
some amusing and wired things,
including my new nickname
"number one Stella," and declar-

Classified
Ads

372-6977

TV BG N«*i "ill not knowingly accept *dv«
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continue ot revue any adiertitcntem tuch at
ihose found lo be defamatory, lacking in factual
basil, mil trading ot falte in nature All adter■ lubfect to editing and approval

Campus Events

ing myself the jester of the group.
I said that I would be the person
who would do anything to get a
laugh from the people I was with,
including embarrassing myself,
which I did plenty of times.
I saw a girl we were with shotgun two beers at pool side at 3:30
p.m., say "see you later" then roll
into the pool in one swift motion.
I realized that I need to have
other people apply sunblock to
me or reap the benefits of a bad
tan, which I did and am doing
I saw girls give up their underwear for a Fish Bowl, which was
normally a $ 17 drink with 800 different kinds of alcohol in it. The

DR. ALI A. MAZRUI
is coming to BQSU Fnday!
lor the AFRICANA STUDIES
Student Research Colloquium.
His TV senes is ainng this weekl
THE AFRICANS: A Triple Heritage
parts 3-5 wilt air 6 00-9 00pm
TONIGHT in 303 Education 4
in Ihe dorms on Ch 59.
Love sporting events, being involved
on campus, or just being crazy?
Mascot tryouts may be lor
you...Freddie & Frieda apps. are
now avail in 365 Education or 405
SS Deadline lor apps is Fri March
30

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Are you energetic, outgoing, and
spirited? Do you want to be Freddie
or Frieda Falcon? Apps. are now
avail, in 365 Education or in 405 SS.
Deadline for apps. is Fri. March 30.

$10/hr GUARANTEED
Wont on campus F7T or P/T for as
little as 5-10 hrs/wkoras many as
40 hrs/wk. Be your own boss.
Create your own schedule.
Limited positions.
Call 1 -800-808-7442 x 80

Are you energetic, outgoing, and
spirited? Do you want to be Freddie
or Frieda Falcon? Apps. are now
avail, in 365 Education or in 405 SS.
Deadline for apps. is Fri. March 30.

Love sporting events, being involved
on campus, or just being crazy?
Mascot tryouts may be for
you..Freddie & Frieda apps. are
now avail, in 365 Education or 405
SS. Deadline (or apps. is Fri. March
30.

Data entry specialist
Full or part time Must be accurate
and computer literate. Will tram.
Good pay and benefits. Call 419244-2166 ext. 228 or 800-291-3808

GET INVOLVED WITH INTRAMURALS!!! APPLICATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED FOR THE INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD (IM
SUPERVISORS) FOR FALL 2001.
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN
THE IM OFFICE, 130 PERRY
FIELD HOUSE. OR ON THE WEB.
DUE BY MONDAY. APRIL 2. INTERVIEWS ARE LIMITED TO 14
APPLICANTS SELECTED BY
SCREENING COMMITTEE AND
WILL BE HELD APRIL 5-6.

Love sporting events, being involved
on campus, or just being crazy?
Mascot tryouts may be for
you...Freddie & Frieda apps. are
now avail, in 365 Education or 405
SS Deadline for apps. is Fri. March
30
Scholarship Opportunities
for freshmen and sophomores
Enroll in Army ROTC and compete
tor 3 S 2-year awards which cover
tuition, books & fees, * $200/mo
for expenses.
Call for details: 372-2476
Pregnant? Get Tested.
Confidential, protessional service.
354-4673 BGPC
Unlimited tanning thru linals-S45
1 mo. unlimited $30.
Campus Tanning 352-7889

Services Offered

Wood County Humane Society
Cats and Dogs $55 each
Call 352-7339
FALL 2001 PRACTICUM OPPORTUNITIES IN THE INTRAMURAL
OFFICE FOR RECREATION AND
SPORT MANAGEMENT MAJORS.
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN 130
PERRY FIELD HOUSE OR ON THE
WEB. DUE FRIDAY. APRIL 6. INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD APRIL
9-10

0* 0* o* Lil Andrea O* 0* 0*
Lil Lil Lil Can't you see?
Whal a great pair we soon will be-Hang in there hi-only a tew
more days
o ♦ ■;♦..»♦ u-&g?? ■>♦ o* o»
Build sell-esteem, become more assertive, reduce stress, strengthen
relationships. Join the Women's
Wellness Group forming now. meeting Thursdays beginning March 22
Call Carrie al 372-9355 to register
DM Dream Team
Best Wishes this weekend!
You've worked so hard, now relax.
enjoy & realize the difference you
have made Will see you Ihis
weekend. Swimmy. SDIK

think I hit on all the basics. I had
so much fun and made a lot of
new friends, and probably pissed
off my old ones. 1 will never forget
my experience in Florida and I
thank my friends for the opportunity to take the trip with them,
even though I really only knew
two of them well.
And I hope the people thai
were blessed with my presence
for a week enjoyed the number
one Stella
What, what, what!
Stella baby can be reached at
pstella@bgnet.bgsu.edu. Tell
him your Spring Break stories.

Help Wanted

Want to be Freddie or Frieda Falcon? Apps are now avail, in 365
Education or in 405 SS. Deadline tor
apps. is Fri. March 30.

Personals

thing in the world was leaving
seeing sun and getting home
looking at snow.
You get some wired looks when
you are in a bathing suit in 30
degree weather.
When we returned Saturday on
St. Pat's Day, Ben and I went bar
hopping (I think we hit six places)
and when we ordered two beers,
the bartender said "$2."
Ben and I both looked at each
other and asked the guy to repeat
what he had said at least three
times because we were used to
hearing "$9" for the same order.
I am sure there are a ton of
things I have left out guys but I

Help Wanted

Want to be Freddie or Fneda Falcon? Apps are now avail, in 365
Education or in 405 SS Deadline for
apps. is Fn March 30.

Publl»h Your Work For $1,295
Textbooks, Novels, and More
Call FirstPublish, Inc at 888-707J4orvrsitwwwlirstDublish^orrv

really cool people from Colgate
and I found out that it is not just a
toothpaste school.
I somehow managed to wake
up with only one hangover in five
days and never got sick. But don't
think we, or I, am lightweights at
all; we went to a grocery store one
night with $120 just for beer, and
one lime.
We paid $15 dollars to get into
some bars and danced the night
away in the spacious clubs.
We, especially me, hated leaving and my salute to Florida and
the week of fun we had was wearing my bathing suit the whole
way home. The most depressing

Personals

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: M.W
SOCCER-MAR 20
Are you energetic, outgoing, and
spirited? Do you want to be Freddie
or Frieda Falcon? Apps. are now
avail, in 365 Education or in 405 SS
Deadline tor apps. is Fn. March 30.

bartenders would put in 20
straws and everyone could get a
drink, especially me. They were
really good.
1 witnessed some of my friends
fall over, talk to themselves and
just stare at nothing due to the
liquids in their system.
1 heard the dumbest song I
have ever heard down in Florida
I am not sure what it is called but
the whole course was "I'm homy,
I'm homy, homy, homy."
I have never laughed so hard in
my life and realized that making
fun of yourself for doing stupid
tilings is just as funny as ripping
on other people. We met some

Wanted

1 lem. subleaser.
May thru August. Own room.
Painted Lady 353-2366
2 female subleasers needed MayAugust $600 whole summer, utilities included. Call 373-1867 for more
info.
Help share expenses. Apt. 2 miles
from campus Furnished. Lease thru
July. S275 mo. incl. util. Call 419
668-7977 after 5pm weekdays. Anytime weekends.

500 Summer Camp PositionsNortheast. 1-800-443-6428;
www. s u m m e rca m pern ploy ment com
Ambitious reliable people to work w/
established lawn service. Full-time
position Call Rick @ 669-4183.
Camp Gives Kids a World of good!
HORIZONCAMPS.COM = SUMMER JOB/INTERNSHIP!
5 great kids summer camps in NY.
ME, PA and WV seek General
Counselors & Group Leaders, plus
Activity Specialists and Directors
who teach,coach tennis,
swimming, climbing, backpacking, caving,
mountain biking, nature, kayaking,
canoeing,
sailing,
water-skiing,
windsurfing, ropes course, theatre,
dance, ads. crafts, ceramics, woodworking, stained glass, website design, desktop publishing, photography, video, weighls/fitness, gymnastics, archery, golf, volleyball, rollerhockey, lacrosse, soccer, baseball.
and basketball! Nurses, kitchen and
operations staff also needed. Wide
range of paid internships for many
majors! June 16 - August 16. Benefits include training, salary, accommodation, food, laundry, and travel
allowance. Apply online al www.norizoncamps.com or call (800) 5445448

Log On
www.bgnews.com

CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS-NE
Pennsylvania(6/19-8/17/01). Directors for Gymnastics, Fine Arts,
Camping/Nature, Golf, Swimming.
Counselors for: Tennis, Team
Sports, Ropes, Self-Defense, Gymnastics, Aerobics, Cheerleading,
Swimming, Sailing. Water-skiing,
Fine Arts and Crafts, Piano. Drama.
Photography. Guitar, Video, Group
Leaders. On Campus interviews
March 30th Call 800-279-3019 or
go to www.campwaynegirls.com.
Digital Artist
Small growing company seeks additional photo retouchers. Photoshop
experience required. Full time with
benefits. Hours are from 9:00 to
5:00. Monday thru Friday. Send resume, cover letter and samples (zip
disk, web address, or laser prints) to
Naptime Productions. PO Box 7,
Rossford, OH 43460 or fax 6629525
Drum lessons offered. Call Bowling
Green Music and Sound at 3526612.
Fraternities * Sororities
Clubs * Student Groups
Earn $1.000-S2,000 this semester
with the easy campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event. No
sales required. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so call today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888)
923-3238 or visit
vyww.campusfundraiser.com
Graphic Designjntern
Part-time 20+ hours. Detailed, very
energetic and creative. Knowledge
of Illustrator. Photoshop and
PageMaker is a MUST. Fun work
environment Send resume to HCM,
321 Perry St.. Toledo. OH 43604 or
fax to 419-242-3024 or e-mail to
wendi@hardycom.com.

Cla-Zel Theatre

JOHNNEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC.

Downtown B G • 353-1361
www cla-zel com

Rental Office
319 E. WoosterSt.

Recess: School's Out
4:00
G
Star Trek:

Rentals available
for summer and
fall. Stop by for
our full listing.

354-2260

Summer & Full-Time Positions
Beautiful lakefront yachting club
seeks friendly team players.
Will train qualified candidates as:
Full-time. Red Cross certified, available weekends, experience needed.
Servers
Bussers
Host - Hostess
Bartenders
Dock Attendants
Lifeguards
Line Cooks - Banquet Prep
Snack Bar Supervisor - Attendants
Asst. Sail camp Director
Sailcamp Counselors
Incentive Programs - Flexible hrs.
Excellent Pay
Wednesday thru Sunday
200 Yacht Club Dr.
Rocky River. OH 44116
(440)333-1155 or (440)333-1310
Ask for Kathy or Marc

WralhofKahn
PG13

First contact
PG13

6:00 & 10:00

Ron Ga lagher
Sat March 24 at 8:00 pm
Pickets on sale now!

ATTENTION
SENIORS:
• self employment
• unlimited income
• extensive training
Does any of this
interest you?
Join one of NW Ohio & SE
Michigan's top real estate
firms Contact Joe DiSalle at
419-866-5900 or e-mail at
disallejd(o>prodigy.nct

Will interview
students of any major

DiSalle
w-W

KM IVIAHC0

Camp Counselor and Director Positions - YMCA Camp Willson - 1 hr.
NW of Columbus - Exciting and fun
opportunities for Male and Female
counselor positions at one ol the
YMCA's top Co-ed Summer Overnight Camps. Child/Teen Counselor
Positions!
Sports
Coordinators!
Equestrian Staff! Aquatic Start!
Camp Director will be on campus
Wed. March 21st... and available for
interviews. For memories that last a
lifetime, contact 800-423-0427.or
willSPnlgbrightVSq.net 'o set an appointment.
NEEDED
MH Teachers for the 2001-2002
school year.
APPLY: www.iairborn.k12.oh.us
RESUME: (937) 879-8180 fax.
Pro Shop & Bag room staff needed
(M or F). Flex. hrs. wages ♦ tips
Heatherdowns Country Club. 3850248. ask tor Chris.

HIGHLAND

MANAGEMENT
130 E Washington Street Bo»lingOreen

354-6036

www wcnet.org/ - highland

ATTENTION
GRAD STUDENTS!
Jay-Mar Apartments
803-815 8th St
2 bedroom-$475/mo.-12 mo. lease
Some remodeled
$550/mo.-12 mo. lease
laundry facilities on-ste
♦Air/heat
Ihe Highlands
220 Napoleon Rd.
One bedroom laundry facilities
in ttfdg., a/c, quiet.
From $395/month
Ihe HomesteadGraduate Housing
One and two bedroom A/C.
on-slte laundry, ceramic tile,
soundproof construction skylights
dishwashers, vaulted ceilings
From $510/month -12 month lease

I

the home team!
12 Orhces Serving Oho & Southern Mchigan

14354 West Poo
3+ bedrooms, rurai setting
W/D, City services
^$lC00/month -12 month leose^/

of mm
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JAPANESE MUSIC FOR THE SHAKUHACHI
featuring

Taniguchi "Ryudo" Yoshinobu
Michael "Chikuzen" Gould
Tuesday. March 20 • 3:30 p.m.
Nakamoto Japanese Studies Room
11th-floor • OffenhauerWest • BGSU

Free and Open to ttie Public
Spomotr*) by Ihe I IN* C<M*M AMI fVo^tm An.o Siuo.n Pro**". bpm-Nr Club. Atun CamM«
UntlM. DrM'lifit or Mifctolofr/Co'npoiition/Tnao'y «nd lb* Co***- of MUVCJI Aril at BGSU

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Time Is Running Out For Fall 2001
224 E.W00STER

352-0717

Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin)

%

-s,<5>

<^To

8M1/2 N. Church St.: Spacious efficiency
apartmenl with ALL FREE UTILITIES'!
Unfurnished. Great location, close to everything $300 00/month for 12 month lease

1330 1/2 N. Churth St.: 1 Bedroom unfurnished upper duplex. Living room has built in
bookshelves Gas heat, resident pays all utilities $350.00/month for a 12 month lease
125 Clav St. IBiD: 1 Bedroom unfurnished
upper apartments. Close to everything. Natural
woodwork. FREE GAS HEAT, WATER &
SEWER!! *B $425 00/month. ID
S350.00/month for a 12 month lease
131 Cliv St. IA4C: 1 Bedroom upper and
I lower apartments FREE GAS HEAT, WATER &
SEWER!! Close to everything. #A
$400 00/month, #C $370 00/month for a 12
month lease.
318 Conneaut »A: 1 Bedroom unfurnished
apartment in a house FREE GAS HEAT. WATER
& SEWER!! Located down the street from the
City Park Ik $450.00/month for a 12 month
lease

• 3 bedroom/2 baths
• Furnished
• Close to campus
• Units #48-72 with AC and Fireplace
GUINMUAI. INC

135 S. BYRNE RD. TOLEDO 531-0079

331 N. Main St: 1 Bedroom unfurnished lower
apartment. ALL FREE UTILITIES!!
$650 00/month for a 12 month lease

...Get Them While They Last!

Checkout our Website for a complete
listing of all our properties.
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

NEWI9VE
332 S. Main

Rentals

t£>

(our only offloe)

www.newloverealty.com
tf>
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

Polaris Amphitheater is accepting
applications (or part-time seasonal
positions for security, guest services
& housekeeping. Access an application on-line @
www.polarisconcerts.com. apply in
person or attend our job (air on Sat..
March 24 (11a-3p) u 2200 Polaris
Parkway. Columbus. OH 43240 or
call 614.431.2200 for more info.

Summer Job & Internship Fair!
Wednesday, March 21st, noon-4
101 Olscamp. Over 75 companies

Child Care Staff
Innovative, driven persons needed
to lead YMCA Child Care Programs
in Bowling Green & Perrysburg.
Must enjoy playing w/ children. Currently hiring for the following positions: Counselors-18yrs. of age w/
H.S. diploma. Experience preferred.
will train. The YMCA offers competitive pay & a great working environment. Flexible firs. Benefits avail, include YMCA membership. Apply In
person to: Ft. Meigs Center For
Health Promotion, 13415 Eckel Jet.
Rd . Perrysburg, Ohio 43551. (419)
251-9622.

Tennis Positions, all levels,
Northeast Summer Camps.
www.summercampemployment.com
or 1-800-443-6428

" Apartments, rooms, & efficiencies
avail. 1 or 2 bdrm. apts. 300 block
of E. Merry. Rooms 309 1/2 E. Merry $220 mo. includ. all util. Efficiency
146 S. College, $315 mo., w/d. including all util. Plus More! Going
Fast! Call 353-0325.

Help Wanted
Pro shop help needed. Musi be at
least 19 yts old. Call Tanglewood
Golf Club at 1-419-833-1725 lor
more into.
Social Work Administrator
Toledo area homeless shelter seeking an Executive Director. Candidates must be flexible and
expehenced in granl writing and accountability; staff (including social
worker) supervision, public speaking; client management; financial,
staff, and client record keeping; and
community awareness/invotvement.
Master's Degree in Social Service
Administration; substance abuse
counseling experience a plus. Send
cover letter and resume, including
salary requirements, to; Executive
Director, PO Box 212, Samaria. Ml,
48177 or email same to
bonadme@accesstoledo.com.

[look no further
than Kaufman's Steakhouse
for NTN Interactive Trivia
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Summer Work for Students
Men willing to learn and work on
wood floors, including gym floors.
Starting when school is out for the
summer until the end of August.
Work consists of operating equipment, including floor buffers and
floor sanding machines. Also measuring, laying out and painting game
lines and art work And applying
gym floor finishes. We will thoroughly train you in alt phases of the work.
Job pays $8.00 per hour. You can
expect between 40-50 hours per
week. Hours can be flexible. Must
be punctual and reliable and willing
to accept responsibility. Please contact Bob Koch-419-385-5814 or fax
resume to 419-385-6483.

Social Worker
The Anne Grady Corporation, a long
term care facility for adults with Developmental Disabilities is looking
for a Licensed Social Worker with a
strong work ethic and one who takes
pride in their quality of work.
Full-time position available, evenings and weekends. Will promote
positive relationships between Anne
Grady Center, families, and guardians. Prepares evaluations and participates as a member of the Interdisciplinary Team, and conducts
employee training.
Candidate must have a Social Work
license, minimum one year experience working with MR/DD individuals, ability to communicate effectively, knowledge of Medicaid regulations; knowledge of individual rights,
ability to act as a team player; good
writing skills, ability to meet deadlines.
We offer:
' Medical/Dentaimx
"FREE Life Insurance
'Paid Vacation/Holiday/Sick Time
*A fnendiy working environment
Interested individuals should apply
at
Anne Grady Corporation
1525 Eber Road
Holland, Ohio
Monday-Friday 9:00am-4:00pm
Fax (866-7462)
Visit our website at:
www.annegrady.org

Tandem Health Care of Maumee
DBA Swan Pointe Care Center
is a 100 bed long term care facility
located in Maumee. We are currently seeking dynamic individuals to
join our team for the following positions.
Nursing Assistants
Seeking certified and test-ready
nursing assistants to fill full-time and
part-time positions on all shifts.
Housekeeping
Seeking Housekeepers to work parttime including every other weekend
and fill-in for vacations and days off.
Dietary Aide
Seeking Dietary Aide to work parttime evenings and every other
weekend.
Interested candidates please apply
in person to:
Swan Pointe Care Center
3600 Butz Road
Maumee OH 43537
Attn Sallie A Baldwin, CELS.MAPM
Human Resources Manager

Where great food Is
din thine but trivial.

Tandem
Health
Care
of
Maumee/DBA Swan Pointe Care
Center is a 100 bed long term care
facility in Maumee. We are currently
seeking dynamic individuals to join
our team for the following positions:
Nursing Assistants
Seeking certified and test-ready
nursing assistants to fill full-time and
part-time positions on all shifts.
Housekeeping
Seeking housekeepers to work parttime including every other weekend
and fill-in for vacations and days off.
Dietary Aide
Seeking Dietary Aide to work parttime evenings and even/ other
weekend.
Interested candidates please apply
in person to:
Swan Pointe Care Center
3600 Butz Road
Maumee. Ohio 43537
Attn: Sallie A. Baldwin,
CELS. MAPM.
Human Resources Manager
The Aurora Academy, a community
school located in Toledo, is seeking
middle grade teachers in the subject
areas of Science and Math. Candidates must have valid certificate to
teach in the State of Ohio. Send
cover letter and resume, with attention to the Director, to 541 Utah
Street. Toledo. OH, 43605, or fax to:
419-693-4799.

Want to be Freddie or Frieda Falcon? Apps. are now avail.* in 365
Education or in 405 SS. Deadline for
apps. is Fri. March 30.
Pan-lime, 20*- hours. Dreamweaver,
Ultradev, Rash. Photoshop, Illustrator. ASP experience a plus. MUST
HAVE EXAMPLES. Fun work environment. Send resume to HCM. 321
Perry St.. Toledo. OH 43604 or lax
to 419-242-3024 or e-mail to
5leve3hardycom.com.
Wood County Prosecutor's Asst.
Coordinator's Position. Full lime 40
hr. week Bachelor degree in related
field recommended. Own transportation a must. Background In criminal
justice and conflict resolution helpful. Applicants must give 1 yr. commitment. 354-9250.

For Sale

'89 Honda Accord-many new parts
Dependable. $2000, obo. Call Brian
at 353-5197.
HONDAS FROM $5001 Police impounds and tax repos! For listings 1800-719-3001 ext4558.
HONDAS FROM $5001 Police impounds and tax repos! For listings 1 800-719-3001 ext4558

1 bdrm. apt. across from campus.
Avail. June 1st, 1 yr. lease.
$350/mo. . utilities. Call 419-8975997.
12 month leases starting
May 19.2001:
226 N Enterpnse #B-1 Br.-1 person-$420 • util.
230 N. Enterprise »C-1 Br.-1 person-$360 ♦ util.
266 Manville Front-1 Br.-I person$380 ♦ util
322 E Court «2-1 Br.-1 person-$405
incl. all util.
322 E Court #4-1 Br.-I person-$415
incl. all util.
424 1/2 S. Summit-EWc 1 person$260 • elec.
605 5th «C-2 Br -2 person-$4O0 .
util.
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666
2 bedroom apartment. $475 a monlh
including utilities. 327 1/2 E. Merry,
available May. 12 monlh lease. Call
352-5475
3-4 BR house, country setting, city
services, W/D, grad /pro*.
$1000/mo., Call 354-6036.
APTS FOR RENT
426 1/2 E. Wooster. 2 bdrm., avail
6/1/01, utils incl. $475/mo 3525882
APTS FOR RENT
426 E Wooster. 1 bdrm avail.
6/1/01. dean, A/C. ulils incl.
$360/mo 352-5882.

For Rent

" 4 bdrm. house for rent. Great
shape including washer & dryer.
Starts in May 2001 possibly Aug
2001. Call 353-0325.

For rent-1 bedroom house. 316
Ridge (rear). $350/month. Call 3542854.
Houses. 1. 2. & 3 bdrm apts. beginning May 01 9 & 12 mo leases.
352-7454
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STNAs
Full & Part-Time
Positions Available

Immediate interviews
TODAY from 2-4
in 300 SadrJemire
Student Employment Office
Call or stop in

$1,000 Sign On Bonus
Apply in Person or call Connie
for Additional Information

cuuraran

Management Inc.

OTISIING KDMIE
850W.PoeRd. Bowling Green, CHI 43402 (419> 352-7558

.
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GUMMkR CAMP J09Q

372-9294,

SIGNING LEASES
NOW
2001/2002

SUMMER CAMP JOBS Camp Counselor* needed for top girl's camp in
Maine, Top salary, travel paid in full, room/board/laundry and uniform provided. Skilled in Arts/Crafts (ceramics, jewelry, stained glass). Basketball,
Canoeing, Dance (Jazz. Pointe. Tap), Field Hockey. Coif. Gymnastics.
Horseback Riding/English Hunt Seal. Lacrosse. Photographer/Videographer.
Piano Accompanist, Office/Administration, Outdoor Adventure,
Ropes/Challenge Course, Sailing, Soccer. Softball. Swimming. Tennis.
Theatre, Volleyball. Water skiing, Windsurfing Additional opportunities for
kitchen, cooks, maintenance, webmaster, nurses

jfiEtfCA

Management Inc.
Hilbdale Apts. 1082 Fairview.
The Technology Infrastructure Project • Building an Electronic Community

I Bdrms & 2 Bdrms.

Air condition/Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
washer/dryer hook-up in 2 Bdrm
Starts al S390-Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poe
Studios & Large I Bdrms

CAMP VECA FOR GIRLS" Visit our website at www.campvega.com
to complete an application and receive a camp video or call 1-800838-8342.
Come see us1 We will be on campus Wednesday. March 28th
Olscamp Hall Room 104 from I0am-3pm. Drop-in interviews
encouraged, no appointment necessary.

Laundry on site

I Summer

Starts at $250-Call 353-5800
www.bgsu.edu/bgsupernet

Employment

AIEECA

Picking up the pace
The first three campus sites switched
to the new data network—Hayes Hall,
the Technology Building and WBGUTV—were converted over a six-week
period between Jan. 3 and mid-February.
In the next six weeks, 12 buildings are
scheduled to make the switch to the
network built by the technology
infrastructure project.
Done in segments (geographic groups
of buildings), the transition continues in
the southwest corner of campus. Over
spring break. 11 computer labs were
converted in five southwest buildingsWilliams, Shatzel, West, Moseley and
University halls. Beginning the week of
March 26, the rest of Williams and
Shatzel halls will make the move,
followed in April by:
• McFall Centtr
•West Hall
• Prout Chapel
•Johnston Hall
•Moseley Hall
•HannaHall
• Family and
Consumer Sciences Building
• University Hall
• South Hall
• Administration Building

The process is expected to take one
to three days at each location except the
Administration Building, where roughly
five days have been allotted for
the work.
In the conversion process, each computer and network device is
disconnected from the old network and
connected to BGsupernet. Afterward,
users can expect reliable, high-speed
access to on-campus resources. More
information about the process will
be provided to the people in each
department who have served as
contacts throughout the project.
After the southwest buildings, the
transition will move to the northwest,
then to buildings surrounding Kreischer
Quadrangle and those in the central
campus area, in that order. It will be
complete by October, at about the same
time that the last cable for the
infrastructure is installed.

J^

Management Inc.
ileiiusite Apts. 710 N. Enterprise
1 Bdrms/Air Condition
i Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Stans at $410 Call 353-5800

&--•
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BG
Positions Available are:

The City of
Bowling Green
Perks & Recreation
Department

Management Inc.
Willow House Apis. 830 Fourth St
I bdrms/Air Condition

is seeking several mature

Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Starts at S400 - Call 353-5800

individuals to (oin our
summer program staff.

/vfl&CA

Aquatic Complex Manager • Aquatic Complex
Assistant Manager • Lifeguard ■ Swim Inttructo' •
Pool Attendant • Concession Manager ■
Concession Attendant - Assistant manager lor
Carter Park Adult Sport Complex • Softball
Scorekeepers • Park Maintenance (Ball Fieldi.
Parki and Aquatic Facility) • Arts and Crafts
Instructor • Baton Instructor • Tennis Instructor •
Cheerlesding instructor • Voutti Softball Umpires •
Roller Hockey Instructor ■ Track Instructor • Special
Eventa Specialists and Program Specialists wfto
conduct Day Camps • Nature Camps and Sport
Campt for youth from 3.5-14 years of age

Management Inc.
liitfrcsiptl persons should bring .1 resume and compJe
in ,i|tplii .MM n .1 ihfpnrl office lin Woodland M.ill)
Direct Questions to: 354 6?23

Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St
for complete listing or
Call 353-5800.
www.wcnet.org/-mecca

M flflorco s Pizza
SPCCIRLS

99

Cheese & 1 Topping
• Additional Toppings $1.00 each
•Limited time offer
•No Coupon necessary

lflRG€ PIZZA
Cheese & 1 Topping

Additional information about the
project is available on the Web
(www.bgsu.edu/bgsupernet) and in a

• Additional Toppings $1.00 each
• Limited time offer
• No Coupon necessary

four-page update that will be distributed
campuswide next week.

BGSU

-FREE DELIVERY-

353-BGSUS

M\.\et|CS

1045 N. Main

(2

•v
New Business Hours
J ^ "* Sun-Wed llam-l:30am, Thur-Sat llam-2:30am
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